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Letter from the DIRECTOR of
RESEARCH & ENGAGEMENT
Aanii!
Cheryl Recollet ndizhnikaaz, Ajijaak ndodem, Grondine ndoonjibaa.
I am the Director of Research and Engagement for Robinson Huron
Waawiindamaagewin (RHW).
The beauty of spring; what an amazing time to release our first edition!
We are so happy to share our very first issue of E-Wiindamaagejig: The
Robinson Huron Treaty Times. We have been working with our Robinson
Huron Treaty Litigation Fund (RHLTF) team to create this beautiful magazine,
which showcases the strength of our communities, leaders and families, and
furthers understanding of our Treaty.
E-Wiindamaagejig will be a semi-annual magazine that will provide a space
to share and foster treaty relationships. On behalf of RHW and RHLTF, we
really wanted this magazine to feel like a real good visit, filled with sharing,
learning and loving.
Our RHLTF and RHW teams recognized the need to come together to share communications and information. We developed a
Collaborative Communications Committee who meets monthly to discuss and develop information to include in our upcoming
magazines. We want to learn about each other, love each other and support each other. We hope this magazine celebrates our
people and honours our relationships.
I would also like to introduce our Communications Coordinator, who will be
assisting in the development and coordination of our magazine, Jolene Recollet.

“E-Wiindamaagejig means ‘those who telll a story’ and we wish to share with you
the news, events and people from Robinson Huron Treaty. The magazine will be
published and distributed quarterly, following the seasons of Shkagamik-Kwe. The
magazine is published and distributed by Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin.
We wish to engage all of our people in the development of E-Wiindamaagejig:
The Robinson Huron Treaty Times. If you have a story you think we should write
about or know a person we should feature, please contact us. We would like to
share all of the great things happening around the Robinson Huron Treaty area.
Happy reading!” – Jolene Recollet, jolene@waawiindamaagewin.com
We hope you enjoy our Treaty publication.
Miigwech,

Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW
cheryl@waawiindamaagewin.com
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The pipe balances us. Our language is who we are. We called our
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Our Annuities Trial

Our Annuities Case –
RHT LITIGATION
FUND UPDATE
By Laura Sharp, Associate, Nahwegahbow Corbiere

Overview: When the Robinson Huron Treaty was signed in 1850, the Crown paid the
Anishinaabe an upfront lump sum of 2000 pounds and promised to continue paying a
perpetual annuity of 600 pounds, which at the time worked out to about $1.70 per person.
This perpetual annuity, however, would be increased in accordance with the Treaty’s
augmentation clause if certain conditions were met.
The augmentation clause provides as follows:
The said William Benjamin Robinson, on behalf of Her
Majesty, who desires to deal liberally and justly with all
Her subjects, further promises and agrees that in case the
Ancestral Lands hereby ceded by the parties of the second
part shall at any future period produce an amount which will
enable the Government of this Province, without incurring
loss, to increase the annuity hereby secured to them, then and
in that case the same shall be augmented from time to time,
provided that the amount paid to each individual shall not
exceed the sum of one pound Provincial currency [equivalent
to $4.00] in any one year, or such further sum as Her Majesty
may be graciously pleased to order.
The annuity was augmented once in 1875 to 1 pound
[$4.00] per person, but has not been augmented since,

despite the fact that the Crown (as well as private entities)
have generated significant wealth from the Treaty territory,
largely through the extraction of resource-based revenues.
In 2014, the Robinson Huron Treaty Anishinaabek sued the
governments of Canada and Ontario for breach of treaty,
breach of the honour of the Crown and breach of fiduciary
duty. The Robinson Huron Treaty case was heard by the court
alongside a similar case brought by two First Nations under
the Robinson Superior Treaty of 1850, which contains the
same augmentation clause.
Due to the many complex issues and volume of evidence
involved, the trial was divided into three separate stages in
order to make the process more manageable.

Please visit robinsonhurontreaty1850.com
for trial dates and for web links to watch
the livestream of the stage 1 and stage 2
appeals.

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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STAGE 1

Stage One was argued before Justice Patricia
Hennessy of the Ontario Superior Court of
Justice over the course of seventy-eight (78)
trial days between September 2017 and June
2018. This first stage of the trial was focused
on whether the Crown is obligated to increase,
and whether the First Nation Treaty parties have
a collective treaty right to have increased, from
time to time, the promised annuity payment if
the net Crown resource-based revenues from
the Treaty territory permit the Crown to do so
without incurring loss.
In December 2018, Justice Hennessy released
her decision in Stage One, ruling in favour of the
First Nation plaintiffs. The court found, among

STAGE 2

Stage Two of the trial was argued before Justice
Hennessy in October 2019. In Stage Two, the
court considered Crown defences, including
Crown immunity and limitations (i.e. time
limitations on a party’s ability to bring a legal
claim in court).
In June 2020, Justice Hennessy released her
decision in Stage Two. The court again ruled in
favour of the First Nation plaintiffs, finding that
the plaintiffs’ claims are not barred by Ontario’s

STAGE 3

Finally, Stage Three of the trial will consider the
remaining issues, including compensation. In order
to determine the amount of compensation payable
for past breaches of the Treaty, the court will first
be required to determine what are the relevant
revenue and expense categories to be considered
in the calculation of net Crown revenues from
the Treaty Lands in any particular period. From
there, the court can determine whether the Crown
would have been able to increase the annuities
“without incurring loss.”

other things, that the Crown has a mandatory
and reviewable obligation to increase the
Treaties’ annuities when the economic
circumstances warrant, and that the economic
circumstances will trigger an increase if the
net Crown resource-based revenues permit
the Crown to increase the annuities without
incurring a loss.
In January 2019, the government of Ontario
appealed the Stage One decision to the Ontario
Court of Appeal. The government of Canada,
however, did not appeal the decision.
Ontario’s appeal of the Stage One decision
is currently scheduled to be heard via videoconference in April 2021.

limitations legislation and that Ontario does not
benefit from the doctrine of Crown immunity.
In August 2020, the government of Ontario
appealed the Stage Two decision to the Ontario
Court of Appeal. Again, the government of
Canada chose not to appeal this decision.
Ontario’s appeal of the Stage Two decision
is currently scheduled to be heard via videoconference in June 2021.

There will also be a go-forward aspect to the
implementation of the augmentation clause in
the future. However, it is hoped that this aspect
can be addressed at some point in the future
through nation-to-nation discussions between
the Robinson Huron Treaty First Nations and
their Treaty partners.
The Stage Three trial is currently scheduled to be
heard starting in March 2022.
Twenty-Four Nation Wampum Belt.
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The Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund
By Laura Sharp, Associate, Nahwegahbow Corbiere

The Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund (RHTLF) was
established in August 2010 as a vehicle to manage all
aspects of the annuities claim. There are 21 Trustees
appointed to the RHTLF—one from each of the 21 First
Nations that are signatories to Treaty and plaintiffs in
the claim.

• Manitoulin First Nations Region: Aundeck Omni
Kaning, M’Chigeeng, Sheguiandah, Sheshegwaning,
Whitefish River, Wiikwemikoong, Zhiibaahaasing

These trustees are selected from three regions, each
consisting of seven Lake Huron First Nations:

The main purpose of the RHTLF is to undertake and pursue
litigation and/or negotiations related to the annuities claim
on behalf of the 21 First Nations and their members who
receive or are entitled to receive annuities under the Treaty,
as well as others who receive or are entitled to receive
annuities under the said Treaty.

• Highway 69 Corridor First Nations Region:
Dokis, Henvy Inlet, Magnetawan, Nipissing, Shawanaga,
Wahnapitae, Wasauksing

• Lake Huron First Nations Region: Batchewana,
Garden River, Mississauga #8, Sagamok Anishnawbek,
Serpent River, Thessalon, Atikameksheng Anishnawbek

Annuities Case: Timeline of Events
Dec. 21, 2018
Oct. 7, 1763
Royal
Proclamation set
out the principles
for treaty making,
Declaration of the
Crown, affirmed
Aboriginal title
and ownership of
lands.

Sept. 9, 1850
Signing of the
Robinson Huron
Treaty

Sept. 9, 2014
2012
Notice of claim
filed.

Statement of
claim filed to
Ontario Superior
Court of Justice

The Court rules
that the Crown
has a mandatory
and reviewable
constitutional
obligation to
increase the annuity
to reflect the
economic value the
Crown receives from
the Treaty Territory.

June 26, 2020
Justice Hennessy,
again, ruled in
favour of the
RHT and RST
First Nations. The
Judge rejected the
Crowns’ defences
arguments

Feb. 10, 1763

July 1764

2010

Sept. 25, 2017

Oct. 15, 2019

Signing of Treaty
of Paris.

Council of Niagara,
1700 Indigenous
inhabitants
gathered, a
diplomatic exercise
where the British
sought to renew
and strengthen the
Covenant Chain.

Formation of the
RHT Litigation
Fund.

Stage 1 begins
with opening
statement of RHT
plaintiffs.

Stage 2 resumes
regarding Crown
defences of
limitations, Crown
immunity and joint
and several liability
or paymaster.

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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ANNUITIES CASE LEADERSHIP GROUP
By Laura Sharp, Associate, Nahwegahbow Corbiere

The Litigation Management Committee (LMC) is a subcommittee of Trustees of the Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund. The
LMC conducts the day-to-day work of managing the annuities claim and acts as a liaison between the Trustees and the Chiefs
of the 21 First Nations. There are six members of the LMC: two trustees from each of the three geographic regions of the RHT.
The LMC is currently composed of the following trustees of the RHTLF:

HIGHWAY 69
Mike Restoule, Chair
Peter Recollet, Vice Chair

MANITOULIN
Ogimaa Duke Peltier,
Secretary Treasurer
Chief Patsy Corbiere

LMC SubCommittee:
Collaborative
Communications
Committee
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin and the RHT
Litigation Management Committee also have a
collaborative Communications Committee that guides
communication efforts for our Treaty and the Annuities
Claim. The Communications Committee meets monthly and
are have been working on the development of some great
communications tools. We have been busy working away
on the content of this, our very first magazine, as well as
working on radio ads to support our petition. We hope to
have monthly Treaty updates created soon to be included
in all RHW community magazines! Be on the lookout.
If there is anything you would like to
share in our magazine, please contact
Cheryl@waawiindamaagewin.com.
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NORTH SHORE
Chief Dean Sayers
Angus Toulouse

LMC SubCommittee:
Collaborative Research
Committee
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin and the RHT
Litigation Management Committee have a collaborative
Research Committee that provides guidance and support
to the Use and Occupancy Mapping Research project. The
committee also discusses other research related items,
such as treaty relationships with our neighbouring nations
and communities. The Committee meets monthly to share
ideas and updates related to research objectives of RHW
and LMC.
The collaboration is a meaningful and effective approach
to ensuring high-quality, top-notch research is completed
for the Use and Occupancy Mapping (UOM) Project.

Our Annuities Trial

Honouring Joe Arvay,
Tireless Advocate
By Laura Sharp, Associate, Nahwegahbow Corbiere

In memory of Joe Arvay, a tireless advocate and member of the
Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund Legal Team.
The Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund (RHTLF) is deeply
saddened to learn of the passing of Joe Arvay, who was a
member of the RHTLF legal team.
As a litigator, he led landmark cases in Canada that helped
fight for civil liberties in areas such as medically-assisted
death and same-sex marriage. Other notable cases in which
Joe represented a person challenging a law, or groups
intervening to help persuade courts to strike down a law,
include a recent case that brought an end to indefinite
solitary confinement in federal prisons.
He was well known for his extraordinary record as a litigator
and his tenacity as an advocate, which he brought to the
Robinson Huron Treaty (RHT) Annuities Claim. While working
on the RHT Annuities Claim, it was important to Joe that
he understand Anishinaabe perspectives, so that he could
champion them in the courtroom. He prioritized spending
time with the communities he represented, participating

in cultural and ceremonial practices when the opportunity
arose. Joe’s tireless efforts and legal advocacy were
integral to the success of Robinson Huron First Nations
winning the Stage One and Stage Two decisions in the RHT
Annuities Claim.
He will be greatly missed by the RHTLF, and we send our
sincere condolences to Joe’s family, loved ones, friends, and
colleagues.
Joe was honoured by the Robinson Huron Treaty leadership
in a ceremony led by Elder Leroy Bennett for his journey to
the Spirit World. Joe’s family and friends; members of his
law firm, Arvay Finlay LLP; members of the RHTLF and the
RHT Litigation Management Committee; the lawyers of
Nahwegahbow Corbiere; Justice Patricia Hennessy; as well
as lawyers for the Robinson Superior Treaty First Nations,
Canada and Ontario in the Restoule litigation were present
at the ceremony to honour Joe.

Video Feature:

JOE ARVAY
We are honoured to have Joe lead and defend our Treaty.
Joe was a giant of Canadian law, a tireless advocate, a
brilliant and selfless defender who has appeared in the
Supreme Court of Canada over 75 times on some of the
most defining cases. Joe was guided by strong principled
values of equality and justice for all. Joe will be known
as one of the greatest lawyers in Canadian history and
forever a member of our Treaty family. Chi-Miigwech Joe.
https://binged.it/3eZZFvy
E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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TELL ONTARIO TO
RESPECT our TREATY!
By Elizabeth Carlson, Professor, Carleton University

A Change.org petition was developed by Professor Elizabeth Carlson to demand that the
Ontario Government become a more honourable partner to the Robinson Huron Treaty First
Nations, starting by abandoning any plans to appeal Justice Patricia Hennessy’s decisions in
Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Robinson Huron Treaty Annuities Case, and by engaging in good
faith negotiations of the terms of just compensation.
Because of failure on the part of Canada and Ontario to
uphold their Treaty obligations, the First Nations of the
Robinson Huron Treaty formed the Robinson Huron Treaty
Litigation Fund in 2010 to pursue negotiations and/or
litigation related to the Robinson Huron Treaty Annuities
Claim.
In Phase One of litigation, Justice Patricia Hennessy, of the
Ontario Superior Court, ruled in favour of the Robinson
Huron Treaty Litigation Fund in a ground-breaking decision.
Ontario appealed this decision, but Canada did not. In Phase
Two of litigation, Justice Patricia Hennessy again ruled in
favour of the Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund and

rejected the technical defences relating to Crown immunity
and statutes of limitations. Phase Three of litigation begins in
September 2021 and will deal with issues of compensation
and repairing the Treaty relationship.

We encourage you all to sign the petition
at Change.org and share it with your
social media network. Tell Ontario to
honour the Robinson Huron Treaty.
Visit RHW1850Treaty.com to sign now.

PETITION FR AME for PROFILE PICTURES
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin has been working with our annuities team to encourage
support for the Change.org petition. We have created this great profile picture frame that can
be added to your social media profiles to show that you have signed the Change.org petition.
Frames are a great way to instantly and innovatively show your support. We are always looking
for ways to increase knowledge sharing and treaty talks, so please check out our petition and share with your networks.
Growing strong social media networks will enhance efforts to respect our Treaty. Show your support for the RHT Annuities
Case and the Change.org petition by adding our frame to your social media profile picture. For more information, please visit
robinsonhurontreaty1850.com or RHW1850treaty.com. Miigwech.
10
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HOW CAN I SHOW
MY SUPPORT
FOR THE RHT?

What should I share?
Here are some sample posts you can share or you can write
your own posts using the hashtags #RHT1850 and #RHW.

We are looking for supporters to help spread the
message and call on Canada and Ontario to uphold their
Treaty obligations, to the beneficiaries of the Robinson
Huron Treaty by settling the Robinson Huron Treaty
Annuities Case and engaging in good faith negotiations
on the terms of compensation.

#RHT1850
	
  

Post on your social media channels using the		
#RHT1850 and #RHW hashtags.
For example, post about why it is important to you
that Canada and Ontario settle the Robinson Huron
Treaty Annuities Case and uphold their obligations as
Treaty partners.
Retweet and share posts with the #RHT1850 and 		
#RHW hashtags made by other users.
Retweet and share posts from @1850RHTreaty and
@RobinsonHuronTreatyAnnuity1850

@1850RHTreaty

Use your social media channels to help us
spread the message.

Join	
  thousands	
  of	
  others	
  and	
  sign	
  this	
  petition	
  
demanding	
  Ontario	
  become	
  a	
  more	
  
honourable	
  Treaty	
  partner	
  to	
  the	
  #RHT1850	
  
First	
  Nations	
  by	
  abandoning	
  their	
  plan	
  to	
  
appeal	
  decisions	
  in	
  Phase	
  1	
  and	
  2	
  of	
  the	
  
Robinson	
  Huron	
  Treaty	
  Annuities	
  case:	
  
https://bit.ly/2YQqGIx	
  	
  
	
  

#RHW

Audio Feature:

NELSON TOULOUSE R ADIO AD
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

In order to further support the Change.org petition, the
Communications Committee developed radio ads that played
on stations across Robinson Huron Treaty Lands. The ads ran
during the month of March and brought understanding about
our Annuities Case, as well as encouraged people to sign the
Change.org petition. Matt Lachance of Rootspring Media and
Jennifer Simpson of RHW, worked to create two sixty-second

radio clips. The first featured language speaker Nelson Toulouse
who spoke in Anishnaabemowin while the second featured
Jennifer Simpson, our female voice and English translation.
Listen to the radio ads on our website and please
show your support by signing the Change.org petition.
Miigwech.
E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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INTRODUCING
WAAWIINDAMAAGEWIN
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) is an organization created
by our Treaty Chiefs to foster treaty governance for our homelands. RHW is a collective
of twenty-one communities who will contribute to meaningful treaty
relationships as our ancestors intended in 1850.
The RHW was created in 2019 to begin the development
of treaty governance for Robinson Huron. The goal
is to have a collective Anishinaabe decision making
body progressing the interests and inherent rights of
our people. We recognize the Treaty helps protects our
inherent rights and can build on the strength of this
collective to enhance and foster health and wellness for
our people.
RHW has been working on understanding what treaty
governance means for our communities and our people.
Our team has been reaching out to our communities and
coordinating treaty engagement sessions. These sessions
have been aimed at sharing treaty history and discussing
what treaty means to our people. We have also been
working with our knowledge keepers and historians to
understand Anishnaabek Law as the foundation of our
approach.
An integral component is the building of capacity
in the Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin First
Nation communities to improve the understanding
of Anishnawbek Law as well as Treaty Rights and
Responsibilities. RHW also recognizes that relationships
are the foundation of Treaty. We have been working on
understanding what treaty-to-treaty relationships may
look like. We also understand that our relationship with
the newcomers needs to be strong and proud; working
towards enhanced relationship efforts.

12
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Our team has been working toward the development
of relationship principles and approaches for our
neighbouring communities and treaties.
The RHW is very excited about the work and journey
forward. We look forward to speaking with you more
about our treaty. Please feel free to reach out to our
engagement team. We are happy to come to your
community or set up a virtual session. Please contact
Jennifer@waawiindamaagewin.com. Miigwech.

WE, THE FIRST NATION
OF ROBINSON HURON
WA AWIINDAMA AGEWIN
ARE HEALTHY, THRIVING
AND SELF-SUFFICIENT
COMMUNITIES EXERCISING
OUR INHERENT RIGHTS
AND JURISDICTION IN
OUR ANCESTR AL LANDS
ACCORDING TO CHINA AKNIGEWIN.

Our Waawiindamaagewin

HISTORIC
PROTOCOL and
DECLAR ATION
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

During a meeting with Chiefs from the Robinson
Huron Treaty Ancestral Lands, the Robinson Huron
Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) signed two historic
documents that were solemnized by Ceremony. This
marked the 170th anniversary of the original signing
of the Treaty. RHW is committed to working together
with other Treaty Nations on their relationships in the
spirit and intent of the Treaty. The RHW Protocol and
Declaration enshrine the Anishinaabe principles
of Miinigoziwin (gifts from the Creator, inherent
authority) and Anishiniaabe-aadziwin (life as
Anishinaabe).
Our RHW Ogimaak have developed the
Waawiindamaagewin Declaration to guide
and direct our treaty journey. The Declaration
affirms who we are Anishinaabek, our
relationships with Gichimanidoo (Creator) and
our responsibilities. The Declaration established
our intent to respectfully work together to
implement all aspects of our Treaty and the role
that all Anishinaabek play in this implementation
and that our leaders accept this responsibility. The
Declaration has been created in ceremony and is
travelling to each of our communities to visit with
our leaders and to sign and share.
Chi-Miigwech to our cultural team and advisor for
supporting and guiding this process. Chi-Miigwech
to the artists who have displayed our messages so
beautifully.

The Declaration is be available on our
website at rhw1850treaty.com

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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OUR OGIMAAK
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) is a collective of
twenty-one of our communities around Lake Huron. Our Ogimaak have
been chosen to represent each of their communities. Our Ogimaak
provide guidance and direction to RHW and to understanding what treaty
governance means for Robinson Huron.
Our Ogimaak in our twenty-one communities currently
include:
Gimaa Scott McLeod

Nipissing First Nation

Ogimaa Gerry Duquette

Dokis First Nation

Ogimaa Larry Roque

Wahnapitae First Nation

Ogimaa Wayne Pamajewon

Shawanaga First Nation

Ogimaa William Diabo

Magnetwan First Nation

Ogimaa Warren Tabobondung Wasauksing First Nation
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Ogimaa Craig Nootchtai

Atikameksheng Anishnawbek

Ogimaa Alan Ozamanike

Sagamok Anishnawbek First Nation

Ogimaa Reg Niganobe

Mississaugi First Nation

Ogimaa Brent Bissaillion

Serpent River First Nation

Ogimaa Edward Boulrice

Thessalon First Nation

Ogimaa Dean Sayers

Batchewana First Nation

Ogimaa Andy Rickard

Garden River First Nation

Ogimaa Duke Peltier

Wiikwemkoong Unceded Territory

Ogimaa Patsy Corbiere

Aundeck Omni Kaning

Ogimaa Andrew Aguonie

Sheguindah First Nation

Ogimaa Dean Roy

Sheshegwaning First Nation

Ogimaa Franklin Painbomsai

Whitefish River First Nation

Ogimaa Linda Debassige

M’Chigeeng First Nation

Our Waawiindamaagewin

The RHW Political
Working Group
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) has created
a Political Working Group (PWG) of our Chiefs to guide
and direct the actions and operations of the RHW. They
are the oversight body and our connection to our Ogimaak.
The PWG meets monthly to review,
analyze, discuss and decide on matters
pertaining to RHW. They also represent
all Chiefs across RHT Lands and are
chosen by our Ogimaak to represent
and act within this capacity.
Members of our PWG are:
Ogimaa Duke Peltier
Gimaa Scott McLeod
Ogimaa Wayne Pamajewon
Ogimaa Dean Sayers
Angus Toulouse, CEO, Mamaweswen

Video Feature:

OGIMAA
PAMAJEWON
In this RHW video feature, Ogimaa Wayne
Pamajewon speaks about Shawanaga First Nation
fishery and the ongoing struggle to assert Treaty
rights and jurisdiction. Our video features help to
share our Treaty stories.
youtube.com/watch?v=8cVCf1godd8&t=2s
E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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MEET our RHW TEAM
Earl Commanda, Executive Director
Earl Commanda has lead the Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) team for two years
and is a member of Serpent River First Nation. He has a long political history as well, serving as
Chief of his community, Serpent River First Nation, for 20 years, including serving 17 years as Chair
of Mamaweswen, The North Shore Tribal Council. Earl also served as Grand Council Chief of the
Anishnawbek Nation.
Earl has a passion for being part of improving the lives of our people through his various roles in
health, community, economic development and now through the RHW initiative. Earl has served in
management positions for more than 40 years and brings much executive experience to his present
role at the Waawiindamaagewin organization.

Veronica McLeod, Executive Assistant
Veronica McLeod is from Serpent River First Nation and currently calls Barrie her home. Veronica
began her career almost 20 years ago working as Executive Assistant to former Grand Council Chief
of the Anishnaabek Nation, Earl Commanda. She has since held roles of Employment Counselor
at the Barrie Native Friendship Centre and Executive Assistant for former Ontario Regional Chief,
Isadore Day. Veronica provides much needed support to the RHW Team.

Sam Manitowabi, Senior Policy Analyst
Sam Manitowabi is a member of the M’Kwa Doodem and has familial ties to Wiikwemkoong and
M’Chigeeng. Sam currently lives in Little Current with his partner and their children. He brings over
25 years experience working in First Nation community and economic development to the RHW
team, and values policy and partnerships that ensure mutual benefit and meaningful community
participation.

Barret Dokis, Senior Policy Analyst
Barret Dokis joins the Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin after working at the Chiefs of Ontario
for nearly five years, where he spent one year on secondment to the Ministry of Indigenous
Relations and Reconciliation on their Consultation Policy Project Office team. As Director of Policy
and Communications at the Chiefs of Ontario, he planned and oversaw the first-ever online meeting
of the Ontario Chiefs-in-Assembly. Barret has ancestral relations to Dokis First Nation, Nipissing First
Nation, Wiikwemkoong Unceded Territory and is a member of Wahnapitae First Nation, where he
has served as a Councillor. He currently resides in Toronto, Ontario and will be returning home to
Robinson Huron in 2021.
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Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement
Cheryl Recollet member of Aujijauk Doodem, Point Grondine. Cheryl is highly interested in treaty
relationships and governance. She hast strong experience in meaningful community engagement
and in fostering community-based research. Her past roles include Senior Environmental
Communications Analyst for the Chiefs of Ontario, Field School Instructor for the Indigenous
Environmental Keepers Program at Atikameksheng Anishnawbek, and Director of Sustainable
Development for Wahnapitae First Nation. In 2018, Cheryl was recognized by Northern Ontario
Business as one of the Top 40 Under Forty Young Leaders in Northern Ontario.

Nicky Recollet, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Analyst
Nicky Recollet has always had a strong connection to the land that is known as Wawnabitaybing
(Wahnapitae First Nation) and places the values that her ancestors passed down to her with the
utmost respect, and appreciates the roles and responsibilities of her spirit. As GIS Analyst for RHW,
Nicky contributes to our mapping programs, projects and applications. Some of the applications built
offer Ministry data to view and monitor activity. While other projects consist of Critical Cartography
and research with our historians. Nicky is currently working on her Masters in GIS Applications,
online with Vancouver Island University.

Jennifer Simpson, Researcher/Facilitator
Jennifer Simpson is a Researcher and Facilitator for the RHW team. She is a member of the Crane
Clan and her spirit name, Jijak Awenesh Wii Aajim Waabun, means crane who tells what’s to come.
As a Clan Grandmother, she supports Nijiiwok N’dodemag (restoring Traditional Governance).
Jennifer was raised in the traditional Ancestral Lands of Genaabaajing (Serpent River First Nation)
and currently resides in Shawanaga First Nation. Her background includes office administration,
economic development and community relations.

Jenilee Neveau, GIS Technician
Jenilee Neveau has always had a strong connection with the Creator, the lands and wildlife. She is
responsible for enhancing, developing, and building the RHW GIS and related databases. Jenilee
works with the RHW GIS Analyst to assist with the development and maintenance of web-based
applications, create and maintain spatial data, complete data analysis and manipulation, produce
mapping products, and to assist RHW staff and communities with GIS-related tasks. Jenilee has a
diploma in fish and wildlife, a bachelor’s degree in geography, a minor in geomatics and a certificate
in lands management (National Aboriginal Lands Association).

Jolene Recollet, Communications Coordinator
Jolene Recollet is the newest member of the RHW team. She is a member of the Ajijak Doodem (Crane
Clan) and is from Wawnabitaybing (Wahnapitae First Nation). Jolene currently calls Sudbury her home.
As an urban Indigenous Anishinaabe Kwe, Jolene was raised with each foot planted firmly in two worlds:
her traditional culture and mainstream Canadian culture. Jolene best remembers her upbringing on the
powwow trail with her uncle and she raises her children with the Anishinaabe culture and traditions she
was brought up with. Jolene’s professional background includes various roles as a summer student with
Sudbury INO-Glencore and 5 years serving her community as Economic Development Officer.
E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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MEET our ADVISORS
Leroy Bennett, Cultural Advisor
Leroy Bennett is a Cultural Consultant and Ceremony Facilitator who works on local and international levels.
The Sagamok Anishnawbek member is part of the cultural resurgence movement, which he says is both
challenging and rewarding in Nation-building endeavors. Building relationships at multi-national levels
has given Leroy insight into how to maintain the integrity of Anishinaabek values and teachings without
compromise. This is the main-stay of progress and has lent clarity to his experiences. Leroy’s front-line
experiences has enabled him to work with genuine compassion and understanding. Anishinawbe teachings
have created the foundation for his work as a policy analyst and developer. Leroy is a Cultural Advisor
and Ceremonial Leader for Amnesty International, Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Case, Robinson Huron
Waawiindamaagewin, National 60’s Scoop Foundation, Argyle Communication Company and his community.

Levi Southwind, Cultural Advisor
Levi is a Cultural Advisor for RHW. He provides guidance and direction to our leaders and RHW team.
Levi is a member of Sagamok Anishnawbek and has been a long term Advisor to Sagamok leadership.
He recognizes the importance of Nation-building and Treaty. He is also the owner and operator of
Tupnikaning Enterprises, a forestry company. We are happy to have Levi providing guidance and
direction.

Matthew Lachance, Web Media Consultant
Matthew Lachance is a freelance multimedia producer and the co-owner of a multimedia production
company called Rootspring Media. Matthew, in partnership with his wife Miranda Root, have been providing
web media services in the North Shore area for nearly ten years. After meeting his (now) wife Miranda
Root in Sagamok Anishnawbek, they embarked on a joint business initiative that later became Rootspring
Media, carrying the namesake of Miranda’s long deceased father from Saugeen First Nation and seeking to
empower the local Anishnaabe communities with advanced multimedia production capabilities. Matthew
feels humbled to be given an opportunity to work in support of the Robinson Huron Treaty Communities and
hopes to honour the spirit of the Treaty as a worthy Treaty partner to the Anishnaabe people.

Stacy Tijerina, Legal Counsel
Founder of Tijerina Law, Stacy Tijerina has over 14 years of experience in Indigenous Law. He was called to
the Ontario Bar in 2006 and is a member in good standing. Mr. Tijerina practices in association with Tahnee
Caraballo and caters to individuals, different First Nations and organizations. An experienced litigator,
Mr. Tijerina has practiced in the Criminal Law and Treaty Litigation realm for years. He is also an experienced
Indigenous politician having been an elected official for Batchewana First Nation’s Council for three consecutive
terms before resigning to take the role of General Legal Counsel for his community. Through these experiences,
he has gained extensive knowledge of the issues that are prevalent for many Indigenous communities and has
become very familiar with the inner-workings of law-making for Indigenous communities.
18
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A PATH FORWARD
Our Strategic Plan 2021
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) recognized the need to provide a forum
to discuss and develop ideas and thoughts towards Treaty governance. The RHW Team
coordinated a three-day strategic planning session with our Ogimaak in September of 2020.
The planning session provided a forum for our leaders to
discuss and collaborate on treaty efforts. Our RHW team
listened to our leaders and developed the RHW Strategic
Plan 2021 to guide the work and direction of RHW. The Plan
was presented to our RHW Ogimaak at the Winter 2021
RHW Chiefs Assembly and was successfully adopted.

Priority Strategies: Gimaakndaadwin (Governance);
Gdizhtwaawin’naa (Our Way of Life); Mno Bimaadziwin
(Community Health and Well Being); and G’da kiiminaa
(Protection of the Land). Each of the priority strategies
have been analyzed and action plans have been
developed within the strategic plan.

The RHW Strategic Plan 2021 can be downloaded on our
website at www.waawiindamaagewin.com. Print copies will
also be available in communities soon.

The RHW leadership, advisors and staff contributed to a
meaningful planning session. The session provided the team
with guidance and direction to develop the formal strategic
planning document. The final Strategic Plan 2021 can be
found on our website. The RHW is happy to come to your
community and share our plan and discuss Treaty governance
and relationships. Feel free to contact me at cheryl@
waawiindamaagewin.com. Miigwech.

Foundational discussions and direction was developed at our
RHW planning session. Our Ogimaak and advisors developed
a vision and mission for our RHW. They also developed some
key priority strategy areas to foster Treaty governance:
Our Vision: We, the First Nations of Robinson Huron
Waawiindamaagewin are healthy, thriving and
self-sufficient communities exercising our inherent rights
and jurisdiction in our Treaty territory according to ChiNaaknigewin.
Our Mission: Our Mission of Robinson Huron
Waawiindamaagewin is to implement our understanding
of Chi-Naaknigewin as the Creator bestowed on us to
enable Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin communities
to grow, thrive and be healthy, self-determining, exercising
our inherent rights and jurisdiction over our governance
structures and processes.

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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TR ADITIONAL
ECOLOGICAL
KNOWLEDGE
(TEK) ELDERS
By Sam Manitowabi, Senior Policy Analyst, RHW

The TEK Elders group has been meeting since 1999 to
discuss the harmful effects of the aerial spraying of
glyphosate-based pesticides and herbicides.
On January 21, 2021 the TEK Elders presented a petition to the
RHW Chiefs. In this petition, the TEK Elders are looking for support
to end aerial spraying within the Robinson Huron Lands.
After discussions from both parties, it was agreed that the Elders
have a larger role than the elimination of the aerial spraying of
pesticides and herbicides, and will take on more of an advisory role
with the Chiefs in matters pertaining to the protection of the land
and environment within RHW Lands.
At this meeting, it was determined that RHW and the TEK Elders
will formalize a relationship in the near future.
Learn more about the TEK Elders at tekelders.weebly.com.

Video Feature:

TEK ELDERS
Elder Ray Owl tours the Jack Pine plantation’s
in the North Shore to look for the effects of
MNR chemical spraying.
youtube.com/watch?v=EhB_jjQVw4I
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Grandmothers
Circle
Aanii, we are working on the development of a
Grandmothers Circle. We are reaching out via
social media and through magazine promotion
to determine if there are Grandmothers who
would like to join this new group.
If you are a Grandmother or would like
to recommend a Grandmother to help
guide the work with Shkagamik Kwe and
our Treaty, please reach out to Jennifer at
Jennifer@waawiindamaagewin.com.
Chi-Miigwech.
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SIGNATORY MKWAATAASGISWIN
By Jolene Recollet, Communications Coordinator, RHW

Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin has a strong community engagement program. We rely on community outreach to
share treaty history and information and foster active participation in the development of our treaty governance principles.
We also provide updates regarding the Annuities Court Case. Recent outreach initiatives have included the development of
digital/ print publications including: The Transcript of the Original Treaty Document, 2020/21 Treaty History Calendar, and
Treaty Tracks, an activity booklet for children and youth.

Transcript of the Original Treaty
Document can be found on the RHW
website and print versions will be
distributed to communities. It was
translated by Elder Rita Corbiere
and is followed by meaning and
interpretation.

The 2020/21 Treaty History
Calendar is a 16-month calendar
that shares treaty history on
each monthly page. More than
10,000 copies of the calendar
were printed and distributed to
communities.

The Treaty Tracks activity booklet was
released during the Treaty Week 2020
celebrations and includes activities,
puzzles and treaty information for
children and youth. RHW is currently
working with school boards across the
treaty area to have 50,000 distributed
to our children and youth.

Our Engagement Strategy
RHW aims to increase understanding and awareness among
our Treaty communities through a series of engagement
strategies including communications, workshops, and
community engagement sessions. Discussions include:
rebuilding nationhood; establishing community relationships,
engaging Elders, youth and community organizations,
distributing and promoting Treaty history and information,
facilitating community education, input and feedback of
RHW. We are seeking to increase community involvement
by encouraging community participation in future RHW

meetings. We encourage communities to designate a
community key contact for facilitators/researchers to start
this community engagement process, as well as participate
in the mapping initiative and share mapping data that can
assist with the GIS Mapping Exercise.
For more information, please contact 		
cheryl@waawiindamaagewin.com. If you are
interested in being added to our email list, please
contact Jolene@waawiindamaagewin.com.

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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MAPPING OUR
HOMELANDS
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) is very excited to be bringing to each of our
member communities the resources and opportunity to help them produce world-class land-use
maps that document where members have exercised cultural and traditional harvesting rights.
We have hired a top expert, Terry Tobias, who has many
years of experience in doing this specialized type of
mapping that was invented by Canadian Indigenous
peoples five decades ago. It was they who originally called
it use and occupancy mapping (UOM) because the point
was to prove where people ‘used’ traditional resources and
‘occupied’ lands.
Our reason for doing this mapping is essentially the same:
to prove that our First Nations’ homelands are still vital to
our well-being. Every nation needs a strong set of maps
it can trust will stand up at any negotiation or even in
court. Excellent maps in the hands of good leadership end
up resulting in the First Nation having a stronger voice
about what happens on its Ancestral Lands. Our nations
will, when the time comes, have several members do
private, face-to-face sessions with trained interviewers.
Each participant will spend two hours with the interviewer
looking at maps and marking places where they’ve
done various harvesting activities and stayed out on the
land. The result is a powerful snapshot picture of the
participant’s life on the land, or map biography. All map
biographies from all interviewed members are displayed on
a set of maps that speaks for the First Nation as a whole.
Sagamok Anishnawbek did their UOM back in 2013. Their
leadership gave permission to show you the map on the
opposite page. It displays the 23,000 sites mapped by
a sample of living Sagamok members. It is a powerful
statement about the vibrant contemporary relationship
that Sagamok has with the land and their neighbouring
communities, sometimes harvesting with their kin in other
First Nations.
22
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RHW will be answering questions about
the upcoming mapping in later magazines,
including those below:
Why should we trust Robinson Huron 			
Waawiindamaagewin with this project?
Why should we trust the expert you’ve hired?
My First Nation has already done similar mapping.
Why do it again?
What do excellent maps look like?
Who are the people you’ll want to interview?
Why would I want to show you my fishing or 		
hunting spots?
What is the interview experience like?
Will I get paid if I do an interview?
When will the mapping interviews start?
If there are other questions that you would like to see
addressed in the next magazine, please contact Cheryl
Recollet at cheryl@waawiindamaagewin.com. Please help
the project by simply finding out more about it and helping
to get the word out that it is an important initiative for all
our members to support. When the work has finally been
done and you see the results, you will be proud that you did.

Illustration from Living Proof, 2009, by Terry N. Tobias.

Our Waawiindamaagewin
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SAGAMOK ANISHNAWBEK 					
USE AND OCCUPANCY (UOM) MAP
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SAGAMOK ANISHNAWBEK PERSONAL
MAP BIOGR APHY BY BOB TOULOUSE

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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Meet Terry Tobias of Tobias and
Associates, Indigenous Use and
Occupancy Research Specialists
By Terry Tobias, RHW Use and Occupancy Research Specialist

Tobias and Associates is a small company that works with
Aboriginal communities to document people’s relationship
to land and their dependence on traditional territories.
What we do is called use and occupancy research; the
application of a variety of specialized social-science
methods to provide solid evidence of a people’s use
of traditional resources and occupancy of a homeland.
The methods are widely used by Canadian First Nations,
Métis and Inuit peoples and versions of them are used by
Indigenous groups in many other countries. The methods
include: use and occupancy map surveys of harvesting
and fixed cultural sites, travel-route mapping, placename mapping, mapping of spatial aspects of traditional

ecological knowledge, qualitative studies of traditional
ecological knowledge, quantitative native harvest surveys,
household and community sectoral analyses, qualitative oralhistory studies, mapping of oral history and Elders’ field trips
for on-site recording of oral history.
All the methods involve face-to-face interviewing of Elders,
harvesters of traditional resources and knowledge holders.
Each method is distinct and useful for documenting a
different aspect of the over-arching story emphasized by
virtually all Indigenous communities: ‘The Land is Important
to Us’. This is why it was Canadian Aboriginal organizations,
in large response to the establishment of a federal land
claims office in the early 1970s due to changing case
law, that developed the methods listed above. However,
despite that legalistic start, use and occupancy research
is currently employed by First Nations, Inuit and Métis
across Canada for many different purposes. A few of these
include land claim negotiations with governments, treaty
litigation, environmental impact assessments, impact
benefit agreements, bilateral negotiations with industry and
multilateral planning tables.
The president of the company, Terry Tobias, has now been
working with communities doing this research for 37 years;
long enough to help refine methods and establish best
practices. He started this work in 1982 and actively pursued
an informal apprenticeship with the pioneers of the earlier
use and occupancy methodologies. Terry started training his
own associates in 2005, and from the outset all of them
have held themselves to the highest standards of respect,
professional comportment, work ethic and commitment to
excellence. Tobias and Associates was incorporated as Living
Proof Consulting Inc. in 2011.
Terry completing a personal map biography with a Community
Harvester for the Nunavik Land-Use and Occupancy Study.
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DISH with ONE SPOON WAMPUM BELT
By Naomi Recollet, Research Advisor, Wiikwemkoong

The Dish with One Spoon Wampum Belt was designed to create a peaceful co-existence
between the Anishinaabe Nation and the Haudenosaunee Nation. It features a distinct
circular symbol made of purple beads, which represents a shared hunting territory
and connection to the land. The white beads in the center of this circle
symbolize game or food. Thus, The Dish with One Spoon signifies that
both Nations share the same food and it is understood that
we have to manage and maintain that food source to
ensure that it will last for the future generations. The
term ‘One Spoon’ reinforces the idea that the
relationship between the Anishinaabe and
the Haudenosaunee is based upon
sharing and responsibility, which
will promote peace and
respect between one
another.

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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Our RHW GIS
PROGR AM
By Jenilee Neveau, GIS Technician, RHW

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are a framework for gathering, managing and
analyzing data. It analyzes spatial location and organizes layers of information into
visualizations using maps. GIS is more than just mapping software. People and methods
are combined with geospatial software and tools, to enable spatial analysis, manage large
datasets and display information in a map/graphical form.
The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) TreatyBased Mapping Initiative is a project aimed at building
capacity within communities, monitoring the ecosystem
within the Robin Huron Treaty Ancestral Lands, and
determining First Nation understanding of Treaty boundaries.
Baawaating Virtual Tour
The RHW GIS team has been in partnership with
Batchewana First Nation, Chief Dean Sayers and the
committee consisting of members from the RHW. We are
honoured to have develop an online virtual tour to take
you through a place of the past. A story of the times of the
1800s when Baawaating was undergoing a major surge
in colonialism, religious pressures and quick change in the
connection to the land, our mother and the responsibilities
given to the Anishinaabe in the area which is now
known as Sault Ste. Marie. Together we travelled through
historical sites, historical churches and collected point
locations along the tour. Each tour point was recorded
via video recording, combined maps with text, lists and
images. The virtual tour creates shared understanding by
getting communities involved.
The GIS team has hopes of doing a virtual tour for
each community within the RHW and having the tours
combined together for an entire RHW Virtual Tour.
28
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RHW GIS Portal
Our team is also building and enhance our RHW GIS
Portal featuring many data layers to visualize what is
happening on your territories, consists of government,
ministry and a few of the layers we are building to assist
our communities navigate the Ancestral Lands spatially
and using technology.
The GIS Portal is available on our website. It is a new tool
we are still working on enhancing to make user-friendly.
Reach out to us if you have any questions about accessing
the portal and what it contains.
Anishinabemowin Place Name Collection
The RHW GIS team has recently developed a survey to
help us identify our original place names for the water
and lands where our family and people of the RHW
call home. For our people, land relates to all aspects of
existence—culture, spirituality, language, law, family
and identity. We are capturing place names within our
jurisdiction to place on our mapping projects, to help tell
our story. Together we are mapping our ways.

Our Waawiindamaagewin

RHW GIS Portal
includes many
spatial layers. The
list on the right of
the image shows
which layers are
turned on. Here we
are showcasing:
Mining Claims
Drill Holes
Mineral Deposits
Major Projects
Ontario Dam Inventory

Video Feature:

NICKY
RECOLLET
Our GIS Analyst, Nicky Recollet, was the keynote
speaker at the Anishinaabe Inendamowin
Research Symposium at Algoma University in
2020. Check out her awesome presentation.
Miigwech Nicky.
youtube.com/watch?v=tDFXmm8wksQ
E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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OUR LAND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
By Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin

RHW hereby acknowledges the original peoples of this land to which Gchi-Mnidoo (Creator)
has granted Minigoziwin (inherent right or sovereignty).
The Anishinaabek of RHW have Gichi Naakinagewin (great
laws) that govern all their relationships in how to live in
harmony with nature and mankind. Gichi Naakinagewin
define our Anishinaabek rights and responsibilities. GchiMnidoo gave them spiritual beliefs, Anishinaabemowin,
culture and a place on Mother Earth, which provided them
with all the necessary life-giving resources to make their
existence possible.
RHW Anishinaabek continue to maintain their freedom,
Anishinaabemowin, culture and traditions from time
30
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immemorial. They continue to fulfill the responsibilities and
obligations given to them by Gchi-Mnidoo for kidakiimnaan
(the land) upon which they were placed. Gchi-Mnidoo has
given the Anishinaabek, Debendiziwin, the right to govern
themselves and the right to self-determination. These rights,
responsibilities and obligations cannot be altered or taken
away by any settlers, colonizers or foreign government.
Anishinaabek have, and always had, their own governments
which is the only recognized and legitimate authority with
jurisdiction over all lands and resources.

Our Waawiindamaagewin

The Robinson Huron Treaty land base extends from
the “Eastern and Northern shores of Lake Huron, from
Penetanguishine to Sault Ste Maire, and thence to
Batchewanaung Bay, on the Northern Shore of Lake Superior;
together with the Islands in the said Lakes, opposite to
the shores thereof, and inland to the Height of land which
separates the Ancestral Lands covered by the charter of the
Honorable Hudson Bay company from Canada.”
The Anishinaabek of these lands are from 21
communities:
Batchewana
Garden River
Thessalan
Mississauga
Zhiibaahaasing
Sheshegwaning
Serpent River
Sagamok Anishnawbek
Aundeck Omni Kaning
M’Chigeeng
Sheguiandah

Wiikwemkoong Unceded
Territory
Whitefish River
Atikameksheng 		
Anishnawbek
Wahnapitae
Dokis
Nipissing
Henvey Inlet
Magnetawan
Shawanaga
Wasauksing

RHW also understands and respects that the
1613 Two Row Wampum Treaty represents two
nations living side-by-side, separately but
together, each moving along its own path but
never crossing into each other. Each nation
respects the other, lives independently and
peacefully in co-existence.

Two Row Wampum Belt.

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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A Love Letter to
OUR HEALERS
By Jamie Lynn Sawdon, Atikameksheng Anishnawbek, Registerd Practical Nurse, Noojmowin-Teg Health Centre

Our beloved health care professionals:
We adore you. We see your courage. We feel you loving us so hard. We see you sacrificing
yourselves for us. We see you sacrificing your families and your homes for us. We see you
fighting for us, putting yourselves on the frontlines, face to face with the virus. You are our
warriors, protecting our Nokomis and Mishomis, our Aunties and Uncles, our babies, our
friends and our leaders.
We want to acknowledge and honour you for your dedication and love for our people and our
communities. We send love to all of our health care workers—our doctors, nurses, technicians,
EMTs, personal support workers, pharmacists, administrators and leaders who are putting
themselves in the path of the virus in order to care for our most vulnerable. You are in our
hearts, our minds and our souls.
Our people are strong and have been through much. It is the love, care and kindness of our
people that always shine through. While these are unprecedented and challenging times, our
people demonstrate resiliency and more importantly, love.
Forever and always,

Waawiindamaagewin
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Celebrating the life of
NIPISSING FIRST
NATION DEPUTY CHIEF,
MURIEL SAW YER
By Genevieve Couchie, Wiinmaaged Ezhwebak (Communications Officer), Nipissing First Nation

Nipissing First Nation Chief and Council, staff, and community struggles to come to terms
with the sudden and profound loss of Deputy Chief Muriel Sawyer. We wish to say
Chi-Miigwech and express our sincere appreciation for the immense heartfelt support for
Muriel’s family and Nipissing First Nation as they mourn.
It is so hard to put into words the special connection Muriel
had with every person whose life she touched, but if you
knew her, you already know. Facebook is filled with beautiful
tributes to Muriel from former students, teachers, colleagues
and friends as we all come together to find comfort in
sharing our many fond (and often funny) memories of her.

34
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Muriel devoted over 40 years of her life to teaching—at all
levels, including college and university—and was a driving
force behind her community’s preservation and revitalization
of Anishnabemowin. A strong voice and leader in First Nation
Education, Muriel was instrumental in the development
of Nipissing First Nation’s high school and dedicated her

Our Celebrations

life’s work to improving education within Nipissing and
other First Nations across the Anishnaabek territory. She
was extensively involved with various education boards
and committees, and her vision and belief in passing the
historical Anishnaabek Nation Education Agreement in
particular will continue to positively affect educational
outcomes for Anishnaabek students for generations
to come.

A strong voice and leader in First

The Anishnaabek Nation recognized Muriel in 2004 with
a Lifetime Achievement Award for her contributions to
culture and language retention initiatives. She also received
a Prime Minister’s Award for Teaching Excellence in 2009
and was described then as a “custodian of language
and culture, and an irreplaceable advocate for Aboriginal
education.”

and other First Nations across the

Despite all of her accomplishments, Muriel was a humble
person. She had an incredible sense of humour and an
infectious laugh that could turn anyone’s bad day around.
Yet, this light side of Muriel was so well balanced with
the serious work she did to advance her Nation and other
First Nations, and she always did her work with the utmost
commitment and respect towards the people she was
working with and for.
As someone who worked very closely with Muriel on the
Education portfolio for many years, Nipissing Director of
Education Nancy Allaire describes Muriel as someone who

Nation Education, Muriel was
instrumental in the development of
Nipissing First Nation’s high school
and dedicated her life’s work to
improving education within Nipissing
Anishnaabek territory.
really believed in our one Anishinaabe family and says that
it showed in everything she did. She lived by respecting
the past and embracing the present, while also being a
visionary for the future. She brought history to the plate in
decision-making while considering the present needs and
future outcomes. She was always working to make things
better for our community, and helped countless people
along their own journeys.
As Gimaa Scott Mcleod said in his heartfelt video message
announcing this difficult news, “Although Muriel’s passing
will leave a huge hole in our community, she will also
leave an everlasting handprint on the many great things
our community has and will continue to accomplish.”

“Although Muriel’s passing will
leave a huge hole in our community,
she will also leave an everlasting
handprint on the many great
things our community has and will
continue to accomplish.”
– Gimaa Scott Mcleod
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RHW OGIMAAK ASSEMBLY
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Spring 2021

Winter 2021

The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) will
host our Spring 2021 Ogimaak Assembly in May 2021.
Our event will be virtual. Any Ogimaak with agenda
items or topics they would like to see included, please
reach out to Earl Commanda, Executive Director at
Earl@waawiindamaagewin.com.

The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin hosted the RHW
Chiefs Assembly on January 21st, 2021. The meetings are held
quarterly and this meeting was held virtually to accommodate
pandemic protocols. Many Ogimaak attended the assembly
and spoke of issues identified in the agenda including:
approving the RHW Strategic Plan as well as RHW activity
update and reports.

Be on the lookout for save-the-dates and agenda
information packages from our Executive Assistant,
Veronica McLeod. Miigwech.

Approving the RHW Strategic Plan was a foundational piece
completed by our Ogimaak. It provided our team, leaders and
communities with an understanding of our Treaty governance
and relationships. Focusing on relationship development with
our communities, leaders, Elders, youth and neighbours is
integral to strong Treaty governance. The RHW Chief’s Assembly
provides Treaty leadership to meet and discuss important
issues in the Treaty territory and create resolutions on these
matters. It is also a forum for Treaty leadership to guide the
decision making process on current RHW programs and projects.
During the Winter Ogimaak Assembly, our Ogimaak had the
opportunity to discuss the ongoing activities of the RHW. RHW
staff reported on the successes of the team and sought direction
from leadership on for funding proposals for upcoming years.
For more information on our Winter 2021 Assembly,
please contact Earl or Veronica. Miigwech.
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Fall 2020
The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin hosted the
RHW Chiefs Assembly on September 9th and 10th,
2021. Our Ogimaak met in person in Sault Ste. Marie
and some attended virtually. The assembly focused on
strategic direction for the RHW. Much discussion was
had regarding Treaty governance and organization which
included many ideas and plans to support our collective
interests and protect our inherent rights.
The RHW team captured the discussion and ideas and
detailed those ideas within the RHW Strategic Plan 2021.
Having a clear direction and path forward supports
meaningful Treaty for us all.
During the Fall 2020 Ogimaak Assembly, our Ogimaak
held a Treaty Commemoration Ceremony guided by our
Cultural Advisors, Leroy Bennett and Levi Southwind
to honour our people and Treaty. They also held a
Declaration Signing Ceremony to guide the direction and
path of our treaty relationships.
Another foundational piece completed at the Fall
Ogimaak Assembly was the selection of Chiefs to serve
on our RHW Political Working Group (PWG). The Chiefs
chosen and accepted include: Ogimaa Sayers, Ogimaa
Pamajewon, Gimaa McLeod and Ogimaa Peltier. The PWG
took a moment to honour the contributions of Gimaa
Nelson Toulouse of Sagamok for his commitment to our
treaty and the work he has dedicated to our language.
The RHW Chief’s Assembly provides Treaty leadership to
meet and discuss important issues in the Treaty territory
and create resolutions on these matters. It is also a forum
for Treaty leadership to guide the decision making process
on current RHW programs and projects.
For more information on our Fall 2020 RHW
Ogimaak Assembly, please contact Earl or Veronica.
Miigwech.
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TREATY WEEK 2020
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Treaty Recognition Week in Ontario occurs in November of every year and in 2020 Robinson
Huron Waawiindamaagewin wanted to host our first every Treaty Week event. Due to the
pandemic, a virtual event was organized. We invited our historians, our specialists, our staff,
our leaders and our advisors to come together and share in our virtual Treaty Week Space!
We set up our virtual headquarters at the Delta Waterfront
in Sault Ste. Marie. Our team was working hard behind the
scenes to ensure our first ever virtual event was a success.
We used the Microsoft Teams platform and Nicky was busy
ensuring everyone was connected. Matt worked the camera,
Cheryl introduced our guests, Earl and Jennifer did great
presentations to kick off our event, and Jenilee made sure it
all looked good from our viewers’ end.
Our Treaty Week events included a variety of
technical, historical and leadership discussions
including:
Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin Overview: Earl
provided an overview of the work of the RHW and the
future direction of our Treaty organization.
Robinson Huron Treaty History: Jennifer provided an
overview of Robinson Huron Treaty History.
RHW GIS Portal and Anishinaabe Place Names: Nicky
Recollet and Jenilee Neveau provided a demonstration of
our GIS mapping portal and tools.
Sweat Lodge and Ceremony–Feasting All our Relations:
Our Cultural Advisor, Leroy Bennett, with support from
Jennifer, hosted a Sweat Lodge and Ceremony for 		
Treaty Week.
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Treaty Talks with Tomorrow’s Leaders: We worked with our
community educators and schools to create a space for
our kids and youth to share with our Ogimaak. We were
very happy to go live from Nbisiing Secondary School,
Waase Abin Junior School and East View Public School.
Evening Armchair Session: We are always honoured
to have Heidi and Alan share their knowledge. Heidi
spoke about Doodem and Council Fire and Alan shared
his knowledge about Wampum.
RHT Annuities Trial Update: Roger Jones of the RHT
Annuities Claim Legal Team provided an overview and
update on our Annuities Trial.
Many congratulations to the RHW team and guests who
contributed to the amazing success of our very first Treaty
Week. We are honoured to be able to have a forum to
showcase our knowledge keepers and share Treaty stories.
All of our presentations have been recorded and are available
on our website: www.rhw1850treaty.com. We are very much
looking forward to Treaty Week 2021. If you have any ideas
or suggestions or want to hear from specific speakers, please
let us know. Contact Cheryl at cheryl@waawiindamaagewin.
com. We want to ensure that we host an event that includes
activities and topics of interest, so we encourage you to
share and join in on our Treaty Week fun! Chi-Miigwech.
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TREATY
TALKS with
TOMORROW’S
LEADERS
By Jolene Recollet, Communications Coordinator, RHW

Treaty Talks with Tomorrow’s Leaders was one
of RHW Treaty Week’s showcase events.
Students from schools in Sault Ste. Marie, Wiikwemkoong
and Nipissing First Nation were given a chance to ask
their Ogimaa’s some of their biggest questions. Ogimaa
Dean Sayers (Batchewana First Nation) and Ogimaa
Rickard (Garden River First Nation) participated from
East View School in Saulte Ste Marie, while Ogimaa
Peltier (Wiikwemkoong) participated from Wasse Abin
School in Wiikwemkoong, and Gimaa McLeod (Nipissing)
participated from Nbissing School in Nipissing First Nation.
Students were given an opportunity to interact directly
with their leaders and what made the event especially
successful was the number of other classrooms that signed
in to participate in the workshop. The full event is available
to view on our website.
We also launched our Treaty Tracks Activity Pack booklet.
The booklet features 10 different activities for young
and old. Please check out our activity booklet on our
website and feel free to reach out to Cheryl, our Director
of Research and Engagement, if you would like to obtain
copies for your classrooms or students.

…the full and free privilege to hunt
and fish over the Territory now ceded
by them, and to fish in the waters
thereof, as they have heretofore been in
the habit of doing...”
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What did the kids ask?
Do treaties grow like oak trees? (Tyler, Grade 1)
Ogimaa Rickard: Yes, because we hope that the
relationship continues to grow and flourish like an oak tree
and that we are all able to enjoy and appreciate.
Ogimaa Sayers: Treaties will go on and on, and just like an
oak tree, their seeds will always fall to the ground, but it will
always be an oak tree, it will go on forever. It will continue to
grow and grow.
Will treaties go on forever?
Ogimaa Sayers: Yes, treaties are in place as long as the
grass grows and rivers flow and many other measurables
around the relationships. Treaties as shared with me by an
Elder long ago are living. There is spirit involved in Treaty, and
we celebrate our Treaty, celebrate the coming together. So
treaties will go on forever and ever.
Ogimaa Rickard: No end date, it has its spirit and spirit never
dies. We always take the opportunity to celebrate and honour
the treaty. Much ceremony and cultural celebrations that came
along with signing of our treaties. It will continue to live on.

Do you think the government has been fair
to Indigenous people since the signing of the
Robinson Huron Treaty?
Gimaa McLeod: No I don’t think so, in order to fulfill
obligations, no it hasn’t been fair, it hasn’t followed the spirit
and intent. Spirit and intent means that when we signed
those treaties, when we sat down, what was the thinking of
both parties. What was the spirit? What was the intent? The
spirit and intent for Indigenous people were to maintain their
inherent way of living, to maintain the economic benefits
and all the things we had utilized prior to contact. To have
all those freedoms and the riches of our natural resource
protected. To keep our way of life as Anishinaabe people free
and intact. And that has not happened since the signing of
the treaties.
Other questions that were asked:
What happens when they didn’t respect the Treaty?
How does a Band operate without a Treaty?
I am mad and sad about promises that haven’t been kept;
what can I do?

What’s a Treaty?
Ogimaa Peltier: A Treaty is an agreement between two
nations. To our Anishinaabe peoples, we had agreements, a
number of agreements, here in Wiikwemkoong we had four
agreements. A Treaty is an agreement between two nations.

Want to hear more about what the kids
had to say? Watch the full video here!

Video Feature:

TREATY TALKS
with TOMORROW’S
LEADERS
It is super cool to see youth interested and reaching out to our
leadership. If you have ideas for sharing with our youth and
leaders, please let us know. Miigwech.
youtube.com/watch?v=xtWrK4fiVK8&t=3s
E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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CEREMONY—
Our ANISHINAABE WAY
By Leroy Bennett, Cultural Advisor, RHW

It begins with recognizing this one point, Aakzi . Sick—in a modern context to describe
someone who is sick and is incapable to taking care of themselves; whether it was in the mind
or the emotions, based on addictions and trauma, and sometimes food.
This would make someone feel shame and not want to seek
help. Today they are condemned in silence and spoken word,
and live as such.
Aakziwin, in a more historical context, would mean the
person is suffering an imbalance and that the individual
would require help. This would mean in the mind, body,
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emotion and spirit. This (First Nation) perspective encouraged
the individual to seek help to bring back a balance to enjoy
and love what the Creator has given us whether it be
our Ceremonies, land knowledge, language or our social
structures. A community engaged in this method of healing
better understands and is able to support those who suffer.

Our Celebrations

“When we have the Ceremonies and
make the necessary time, it sets the tone
of what we are wanting to achieve.
It also comes with cautionary things
as well. We have to look Anishinaabe
Aadziwin, look at it in its truest
nature, not from a rights perspective,
cause it comes from a sharing and not
taking perspective. When we take,
we run, we make mistakes. When we
learn to live with it, we learn to see
how it fits into our life.”
Anishinaabek Ceremonies within the Robinson Huron
Treaty Court Case were to bring back a balance within the
system that had suffered a sickness in both historical and
modern terms, but in order to address this sickness, we are
required to dig a little deeper than before.
Anishinaabek Ceremonies were part of this process, not
as a tokenism or a stumbling block, but rather one way to
clear the fog that existed for the last few hundred years
between Anishinaabek and non-Natives, and more so for
the legal system. Anishinaabek understood this relationship.
Our Ceremonies are alive and well, not limited to a
romantic notion of once was, but here in a real manner.
To engage with us in Ceremony is a positive start. Our
Anishinaabek Ceremonies are integral when building our
nation-to-nation relationships.
How will be this is judged? I think the most valuable words
will be those of our Anishinaabek descendants because
anyone who is judgmental today may be suffering akoozii.
I cannot take sole credit for these words as they came from
an Elder whose name I cannot remember but should he
have a chance to read this, I thank you so much for I was
listening to you.

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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INTERVIEW
FEATURE: 		
LEROY BENNETT
Leroy is our Cultural Advisor to Robinson
Huron Treaty. We love learning and
sharing with Leroy. We asked Leroy to
share about the significance of Ceremony
and Treaty.
Was Ceremony important to our Treaty?
Ceremony was key to the connection of everything.
Ceremony was present at the initial signing of the treaty.
When we think about our life prior to contact, the land
provided everything we needed. Ceremony is a way of
connecting; you begin to understand your spirituality and
how it is meant to be. Ceremony was essential to our court
case, for us to carry out that all the way through the trial
and to share with the legal teams.
We have our Ceremonies, we make the necessary time
and space to honour, acknowledge and understand.
It sets the tone for what we are wanting to achieve
while still recognizing caution. We to look Anishinaabe
Aadziwin, understanding in it’s truest nature, it comes
from a sharing perspective. We do our songs, they are very
meaningful, we have a song for everything: animals, sky,
water, men, women. Our songs go on and on. When we
sing, we make every effort to sing them in our language,
Anishinaabemowin. We honour Ceremony—Ceremony is
inclusive in all that we do.
How was Ceremony included in our court case?
We really wanted to include Ceremony through the entire
court process, it was a place for sharing and overcoming
things. We even held Ceremony in November 2021 during
RHW Treaty Week with some of our member of the legal
team and leaders. Having Ceremony integrated into the
court process really demonstrated that our culture and
teachings can be upfront and present when important
decisions are being made. Ceremony really helped in
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guiding a positive path for our people and I think we will
continue to see the change we are all looking for. Although,
it was a great experience, it was a also a difficult experience.
I respect all of the legal teams, Justice Hennessey, and court
workers, as they were all very respectable to Anishinaabe
culture and our Ceremonies. Making time for Ceremony was
very important during our court case. With Ceremony being
there all the time, it really was a space for relationships,
sharing and teaching. In the year of 2021, everything else
becomes important and we don’t make time for Ceremony.
We need to ensure that we don’t rush, we need to take our
time, we can’t rush. All of the celebration and honour that
is connected to Ceremony takes time; our songs, medicines,
prayers, all takes time.
Our Ceremonies help us with our faith; it teaches us to have
faith in our knowledge but also teaches us patience with the
answers. I am happy that we ensured that our Ceremony was
present and available for the legal teams and process. Some
may not view Ceremony as an integral part, but I have seen
it during the court proceedings. Our legal teams were asking
for sweat lodges and healing together; it was beautiful,
straight forward and true. Ceremony helps us and the courts,
that particular sharing of teachings.
We need to acknowledge to our ancestors for keeping kept
Anishinaabe Aadziwin alive for us. If we did not have our
Aadziwin, I think we would be in a whole different story, we
Anishinaabe know this. Our Ceremonies are here to remind
us how much we love this life.
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HONOURING 		
our GATHERINGS
We are Anishinaabek of Odaawaawi Gichigami and
Anishinaabewi Gichigami.
“We are the original peoples of this land to which
Gichimanidoo has granted us minigoziwin.”
Gichimanidoo gave us Debendizwin miinwaa
Gichinaakinagewin.
Gichinaakinagewin define our rights and responsibilities.
Gichimanidoo gave us our spiritual beliefs,
Anishinaabemowin, culture and a place on Shkagamik
Kwe which provides all our needs.
Our sovereignty is not a thing that can be given to us
nor can it be taken away by any one person or persons.
On or about nishtanaa niiwin Waabagaa Giizis, Ogimaa
miinwaa Ogimaa Kwe declared in one voice that they
are committed to the principal of reciprocity by sharing,
working together and working through any conflicts.
With this respect for each community, we support one
another, work together on common goals and most
importantly, assert our collective rights within Robinson
Huron Waawiindamaagewin.

Video Feature:

LEROY
BENNETT
Leroy met with Matt to share about the Ceremony
and Sweat Lodge. He spoke about spirituality and the
importance of reconnecting with our spirituality as
way of fulfilling any parts of ourselves we are missing
or don’t know.
youtube.com/watch?v=xmedVXVaQ48
E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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TREATY
GATHERINGS
By Peter Recollet, Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund, RHTLF

The Robinson Huron Treaty (RHT) September 9, 1850 recognizes the sovereign relationship
between the First Nations signatories and the Crown and the constitutional rights of the
beneficiaries and obligations of the Crown regarding the enforcement of the rights set out
in the Treaty.
The 21 Lake Huron First Nations Chiefs, successors of the
original signatories, have inherited the responsibility to
honour the Treaty and ensure that the terms of the Treaty are
honoured. They organize an annual gathering and ceremony
on or about September 9th each year to commemorate the
signing of the Robinson Huron Treaty September 9, 1850 and
to share information regarding steps to be taken to enforce
the terms of the Treaty.
Communities gather in rotating locations across Treaty lands
to celebrate, acknowledge, share and learn about our story,
our ancestors and our leaders. We gather to continue to
honour the beautiful intentions of our treaty relationships.
All Treaty partners are welcome at our gatherings.
Our Inaugural Treaty Gathering
The Inaugural Gathering commenced with a Pipe Ceremony
and Canoe Crossing from the United States of America
side of Bawaating (Sault Ste. Marie) to the Canadian side
asserting Sovereignty as Nations. It was a beautiful day and a
powerful journey.
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How many Treaty Gatherings have been held?
The first Gathering was held on Whitefish Island, Bawaating,
in 2016.
The 2nd Gathering was hosted by the Atikameksheng
Anishnawbek First from September 7th to the 9th, 2017.
The 3rd Gathering was co-hosted by Wasauksing and
Shawanaga First Nations and held in Shawanaga in 2018.
The 4th Gathering was hosted and held in Wiikwemkoong
Unceded Territory from September 13th to the 15th, 2019.
Why do we host Our Treaty Gatherings?
The 21 Lake Huron First Nations organize an annual gathering
on or about September 9th each year to commemorate the
signing of the Robinson Huron Treaty of 1850.
Silver Covenant Chain, 1764. “The two hands are
clasped together through a covenant chain bonded by
concepts of peace, friendship and respect.”
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2021 Treaty Gathering
Plans for the 2020 Treaty Gathering were postponed due to
COVID-19 restrictions. The community of Batchewana have
agreed to host the upcoming 2021 Treaty Gathering which
will be held in the fall. We are hopeful that COVID-19
limitations will be minimal with the rollout of the vaccine
in March 2021.
Our Treaty Gatherings are open to everyone and we
encourage sharing. Our Gatherings are aimed to foster
our Treaty relationships and to share Treaty knowledge.
We are always open to new ideas and thoughts for
future gatherings or events. If you have any suggestions
for topics, speakers and workshops, please let us know.
Contact Cheryl Recollet via email at		
cheryl@waawiindamaagewin.com. Chi-Miigwech.

Check out our Anishinaabemwin
understanding of our Treaty on page 56.

Original Treaty document from 1850.

Video Feature:

HEIDI
BOHAKER
Heidi joined us for during our Treaty Week
events to share on Doodem and Council Fire.
We are always happy to hear from Heidi and
honour her as part of our Treaty Family.
youtu.be/FseTHqhNCmE
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What Does Treaty Mean to Me?
By Robinson Huon Treaty Litigation Fund

During the 2018 Robinson Huron Treaty Gathering, people were asked what Treaty means to them. Interviews were conducted
with Chiefs and respected community members. Those interviewed spoke about how Treaty is the fundamental building block
of our relationships and represented promises made at first contact to provide equal footing for all that inhabited this area.
They also spoke about their relationship and responsibilities with the land and the water. Here are some excerpts of what they
had to say. See the full interviews on the RHT website at robinsonhurontreaty1850.com.

Alan Ojiig Corbiere
“I asked the old man, what does Treaty mean? Waawiindamaagewin, mutual
Promises; Waawindamaagewin.”

Chief Gerry Duquette
“(...) For me, it means an arrangement that was made. In our case the1850
Treaty, to welcome, to make arrangements of co-sharing. Treaty was to make sure
that we live in cohesion with everyone, that we are here to not only to protect
but share all the resources in our area, to make sure the next generations to
come of our people have a place to stay, to live, to flourish and to harvest.”

Former Chief Isadore Day
“Essentially, the Treaty for me it means taking care of that obligation, our part
in the relationship which was about sharing. The sacred obligation also spoke
about protecting that beneficiary for the next generation, which means the
annuities, the protecting the land the environment for those yet unborn. (...)
Treaty to means protecting the land for the next generation.”

Chief McQuabbie
“[Treaty to me is a] partnership between the Anishnaabek bands and
Colonialist government. Its about sharing. The sharing hasn’t started yet. That
is the view again with the annuities claim, you know we are trying to establish
the increase in that annuities from 1875 to this point in time.”

Giz Wilson
“To me, Treaty means that our people have a special connection with the land
and the water and that we are the original habitants of this land and territory.
And also, if we do need to sign another Treaty, we should ask the youth what
they want for their future, and for their kids, and their grandchildren as well.”
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Former Chief John Beaucage
“Treaty means the relationships that my ancestors signed with the newcomers.
(...) We are trying to reconstitute the Treaty, renew the Treaty and to renew the
relationship but also to make that our descendants are not subject to the same
as we were, poverty and addictions, where we are considered less. (...) And that
is what I want my grandkids to enjoy and their grandkids to enjoy and that is
the aspect to the full length of Treaty.”

Kyla Judge
“Treaty means to me looking at all of my relations. Looking at my relationship
with the land and water and how I can better sustain that relationship.
Everything about me comes from the land and the water, everything that is in
my body and vessel, everything that I need for my body and vessel, comes from
the land and the water.”

Lisa Geroux
“The difference between living in the urban community and coming home to my
community, I don’t think the government is holding up their part of the treaty
agreements with the healthcare system. (...) We are but they aren’t and that’s
the hard part and that seven generations behind us coming ahead, what are
they going to be in for?”

Paige Restoule
Treaty to me is the coming together of all Nations. (...) And by doing [the
demonstration], hoping that all of us in Canada, because we are all treaty
people, will come together hopefully work towards a good relationship with one
another. So whether you’re non-Indigenous, or coming from all over the world.”

Quinn Meawasige
Treaty acknowledges that we are sovereign peoples. That we are able to move
into agreements with other peoples. So the Treaty, the agreements that we
signed, acknowledges us as sovereign nations. (...) If there was no signing of
the Treaty in 1850 there would be no Canada today. Treaties made way for
Canada. And that needs to be recognized. That needs to be understood.”

Vince Chechock
“Treaty means, well, four bucks and that’s pretty helpful. Treaty means an
agreement whereby promises are made and commitments are made. And there
is an expectation that they will be carried through.”

E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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Our TREATY
HARVEST

Our LANGUAGE
Ziisbaakdookaan

Sugar bush or sugar camp

Ninaatigo Ziisbaakdokeng
(Maple Sugaring)

Ninaatig

Maple tree

Ziinzibaakwad

Maple sugar

Ziizbaakdaaboo

Maple sap

Ziizbaakwot

Maple sugar

By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Ziiga’igan

Sugar cake or cone

Ziinzibaakwadonaagaans

Sugar bowl

Naseyaawangwaan

Sugar trough

Shkode

Fire

Mkakoonhs

Container

Kik

Bucket

Nda-skigmizge

I’m boiling down

Boodwe

S/he starts a fire

Gikinawaabi

S/he learns by watching

Ziignaan

S/he pours

Skigmizge

S/he is boiling sap

Miigwe

S/he gives it away as a gift

Mna-giizhgat

It is a beautiful day

For many of our Anishinaabe families across
Robinson Huron Treaty Lands, March means
sugar bush time!
A favourite time for our Recollet family as it is for many
Anishinaabe families. Dominic Beaudry shares on his
Facebook page some facts about maple sugar harvest,
she shares that in the Bagot Commission Report on
Anishinaabe Maple Sugar Industry at Manitoulin(1858):
“…the quantity of maple sugar made in one by the
[Anishinaabe] for sale was stated to have amounted
to…400,000…” (Report of the Special Commissioners,
1858)
Chi-Miigwech to Jessica Shonias,
Anishinaabemowin teacher for helping
us with Our Language words.

SUGAR BUSH SHOUTOUTS!
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin would
like to acknowledge and honour our families
and friends who are out caring for the land
and harvesting that sweet sap. Chi-Miigwech
to all who work hard to bring us that delicious
liquid gold!
Sugar bush shoutout to Stitch and Wiikwemkoong
Deparment of Lands and Resources for sharing supplies and
tools for community sugar bush.
Sugar bush shoutout to Recollet Family Sugar Bush in
Pointe Grondine. Loving the sharing, laughing and golden
goodness! Keep choppin wood and singing songs!
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Sugar bush shoutout to Melissa Godfrey who has been
sharing sugar bush experiences in Atikameksheng. Melissa
says, “Gwii-ziizbaakdoke na? Do you want to make maple
syrup?”
Sugar bush shoutout to Derek McGregor and the McGregor
family in Waawskinigaa.
Sugar bush shoutout to Lakeview Public School in
M’Chigeeng and Alan Corbiere for the Nenbosh Minwaa
Ninaatig—bilingual Anishinaabe legend. We love all the
strong language work being done in M’Chigeeng!
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Nenbosh Minwaa Ninaatig:Nanabush & the Maple Tree
By Lakeview Public School, Anishinaabemowin Revival Program, Illustrated Legends

Gchi-zhaazhi Anishinaabek gii-daawag jiigi-ziitaagnigchi-gmiing.

A very long time ago, Anishinaabek lived near the salty
great waters.

Enji-gchi-gniindmaag dash gii-bi-nji-mookiiwag
ngodwaaswi mnidoog bemaadziing zhinaagziwag.

From the very deep waters, there appeared six spirits that
looked like people.

Bezhig mnidoo gii-aabji-gbiingwepza.

One spirit always wore a blindfold.

Aapji maaba mnidoo wii-wiijkiwenmaan Anishnaaben.

This spirit wanted to be friends with the Anishinaabek.

Aapji dash niizaanzi wii-gnowaabmaad Anishinaaben
zaam gii-mshkawziimgadoon shkiinzhgoon.

He was very dangerous to look at the Anishinaabe because
he had very powerful eyes.

Gegpii dash gii-giimoozaabi.

So he finally peaked at them

Gii-giiskaan gbiingwepzawin, mii gii-degnowaabmaad
Anishinaaben.

He took off the blindfold and then looked at the
Anishinaabe.

Mii dash maaba anishnaabe gii-bmagoojing gii-ni-nbod
dbishkoo go naa daa-gii-baagnigaazo.

And so this Anishinaabe fell down and died as if struck by
lightning.

Zaam mshkawzii maaba mnidoo…

This spirit is too powerful…

…wiiji-mnidoon dash gii-igoon wii-bskaabiinid oodi enjigchi-gniindmaag gchi-gamiing gaa-bi-nji-mookiiyaad.

…Every spirit then said to him to go back over to the
place where the deep waters of the great oceans, where he
emerged from.

Naanan mnidoog gii-shkwiiwag megwe-anishinaabe
miinwaa gii-gchitwaa-nendaagziwag, gii-bi-aawiwag
g-doodemnaanig awaazsii, jijaak, maang, waabzheshiinh,
miinwaa mkwa.
Mii gonda maawnji ntam g-doodeminaanig gaa-binjibaawaad.

The five spirits stayed back among the Anishinaabe and the
very great ones, they came to be our clans: brown bullhead,
crane, loon, marten and bear.
These are the first clans that came to be here.

Video Feature:

NENBOSH
MINWAA
NINAATIG:
Nanabush & the
Maple Tree

mchigeeng.ca/illustrated-legends.html
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TREATY STORIES: DOODEM
and COUNCIL FIRE —
Anishinaabe Governance through Alliance
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

The Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin is proud to feature Heidi Bohaker’s new book,
Doodem and Council Fire: Anishinaabe Governance through Alliance.
Heidi has been a dear Niichkehn to Robinson Huron and we
are truly honoured to have her a part of our Treaty Family.
Heidi has participated in many of our Robinson Huron Treaty
Gatherings. Nicky Recollet, GIS Analyst extraordinaire, was
able to assist and support Heidi with her book and provide
cartography and GIS mapping support.
HEIDI’S BOOK OVERVIEW:

“Combining socio-legal and ethnohistorical studies, this
book presents the history of doodem, or clan identification
markings, used by Anishinaabe on treaties and other legal
documents form the seventeenth through the nineteenth
centuries. These doodem images reflected fundamental
principles behind Anishinaabe governance that were often
ignored y Europeans, who referred to Indigenous polities in
terms of tribe, nation, band or village—classifications that
failed to fully encompass long-standing cultural traditions of
political authority and alliances within Anishinaabe society.
Making creative use of natural history, treaty pictographs,
and the Anishinaabe language as analytical tools, [this
book] delivers ground breaking insights into Anishinaabe
Law. The book also outlines the continuities, changes and
innovations in Anishinaabe governance through the concept
of council fires and the alliances between them. Offering
a fresh approach to Indigenous history, Doodem and
Council Fire presents a new interpretation of the nuances
and distinctiveness of Anishinaabe culture and Indigenous
traditions.”
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Heidi’s book is available from The University of Toronto Press.
Heidi is an associate professor in the Department of History
at the University of Toronto and long time beloved friend of
Robinson Huron Treaty. Miigwech Heidi, we look forward to
our future journeys.
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OUR HISTORY
By Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund

The Robinson Huron Treaty 1850 Beneficiaries/Annuitants are citizens of 21 First Nations
on and off reserve whose ancestors are connected to the First Nations dating back to 1850.
TREATY OF PARIS 1763

1764 COUNCIL AT NIAGARA

The Treaty of Paris 1763 announced the end of the Seven
Years War (also called the French and Indian War of North
America) between England and France which had raged
between the two countries in Europe and in North America.
This Treaty is not to be confused with the Treaty of Paris 1783
which ended the War of Independence between the United
States and England that began in America as a result of the
Declaration of Independence in 1776.

1,700 Indigenous inhabitants gathered. A diplomatic exercise
where the British sought to renew and strengthen the
Covenant Chain.

The Treaty of Paris 1763 signed on February 10, 1763,
saw France renounce to England all the territory of North
America east of the Mississippi River. The Kingdom of
England assumed sovereignty over this territory which France
purported to have exercised sovereignty over. The Indigenous
Nations of North America never accepted that France owned
the territory and had no right to transfer it to England. There
was neither war nor treaty between the Indigenous Nations
of North America and the Kingdom of France that granted
France ownership of the said territory.
The Royal Proclamation of 1763 was issued by King George
III that sets out the principles for sovereign relations. It sets
the terms for European settlement of Indigenous territories in
parts of North America. The Proclamation affirmed Aboriginal
Title, of Sovereignty lands. The Royal Proclamation was clear
that lands did not become available for European settlement
until an agreement for sharing with the Indigenous Peoples
of the area was secured.

1845–1850 PRE–TREATY
In 1845, the Anishinaabe of the northern shores of Lake
Huron and Lake Superior petitioned the Crown that the
increased settler exploration and development of mines
was an illegal encroachment of their traditional lands. In
response, the Crown appointed Alexander Vidal and Thomas
Anderson by Order in Council dated August 4, 1849 to meet
with the Indians on their lands to investigate their claims.
The encroachment began to have negative impacts effects
on Anishinaabe way of life. In November 1849 asserting
Sovereignty over the territory Chief Shingwaukonse and Chief
Nebenaigoching and 100 Anishnawbek occupy the Mica Bay
Copper Mine. The Chiefs were arrested and jailed in Toronto.
In 1850 William Benjamin Robinson was appointed Treaty
Commissioner by the Crown to negotiate terms of Treaty.
Illustration: War of 1812-14.

“And whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential to Our
Interest and the Security of Our Colonies, that the several
Nations or Tribes of Indians, with whom We are connected,
and who live under Our Protection, should not be molested
or disturbed in the Possession of parts of Our Dominions and
Territories as, not having ceded to, or purchased by Us, are
reserved to them, or any of them, as their Hunting Grounds.”
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OUR TREATY
By Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund, RHTLF

The Robinson Huron Treaty (RHT) was signed on September 9, 1850 on Whitefish Island
in Baawaating (Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario). Lake Huron Anishnaabek leaders, Chiefs and
Principle Men entered treaty with the British Crown.
Treaties are the foundation of this country. They are
recognized and affirmed in the Canadian Constitution, so
they are part of the supreme law of the land. Because all
citizens benefit from the RHT, it is important for all citizens
to know about the Robinson Huron Treaty and its principles,
intentions and content, both in the written and oral context.
Treaty Annuities
To compensate for the sharing of land and resources due
to European settlement and to share in the wealth created
within First Nation territories, a perpetual annuity was
guaranteed as an annual payment to the beneficiaries. An
escalator provision was included in the Treaty to anticipate
annuity increases when resource revenues increased.

“should the Territory hereby ceded […] at any future period
produce such an amount as will enable the Government of
this Province, without incurring loss, to increase the annuity
hereby secured to them, then and in that case the same shall
be augmented from time to time.”
Exclusive Reserve Land

forseen that this time would come

The RHT guarantees that each First Nation signatory would
continue to occupy unceded lands for their exclusive use,
lands suitable for their people, including future generations,
to live as they always had. In other words, the governance,
and economies of the Anishinaabe was to be maintained
unaffected by the settlement of Europeans around them.

when the subsistence which the forests

Hunting and Fishing Rights

reap that benefit intended for us, enable

The Anishinaabe retained the “Full privilege to hunt, trap,
fish etc. on those ceded by us.” Traditional harvesting rights
were guaranteed. All Anishnaabek members of the Treaty
were to have unrestricted access to hunt and fish as they
always had throughout their traditional territories.
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“The Great Spirit in his beneficence,
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and afforded would fail, placed these
minds on our lands, so that coming
generations…might find thereby the
means of subsistence assist us then, to
us to do this, and our hearts will be
great within for we will feel that we are
again a nation.”
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Our 			
WAMPUM
WAYS
By Naomi Recollet, Wiikwemkoong Heritage Organization

Wampum honours our intentions and relationships with
the newcomers. Our relationships have been documented
through wampum since contact. Respecting and
recognizing our original wampum relationships guide
our treaty relations. Wampum Belts are a symbol of First
Nations diplomacy that pre-dates contact.
Historically, Wampum Belts were designed and created
when a relationship or agreement between Nations
or peoples were initiated. The Wampum Belt signifies
relationships and depicts our governance. When
agreements were made between First Nations or with
the settler society the commemorating Wampum Belt was
generally given to an individual regarded as the custodian.
The custodian of the Wampum Belt carried a significant
amount of esteem within Nations, as they have the
ability to read the various symbols and colours of beads
upon the belt. With their abilities they were able to recite
the promises of peace and friendship relayed within a
Wampum Belt. The Wampum Belts were never owned by
the custodian, they were the caretakers and reciters, the
belts remained community or Nation property.

Ojibwe Friendship Belt
The Ojibwe Friendship Belt is marked with two squares on
opposite ends connected by three rows of white beads. The
white squares represent the fires of the Ojibwe Nation on
the left and the Haudenosaunee on the right connected
by three rows of white wampum. The three rows of white
wampum symbolize peace, friendship and respect towards a
peaceful future.
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Treaty Translation
ANISHINAABEMOWIN
By Rita Corbiere, Advisor, Robinson Huron Treaty Litigation Fund

MAANDA MAAMWI WAAWIINDAAMAAGEWIN/NAAKNIGEWIN gaa
zhichgaadeg zhaangsa ganagizit, Waababagaa Giizis, Midaaswaak nshi nshwaaswaak
nshi naanimidna ode Baakting Canada Maaba
WILLIAM BENJAMIN ROBINSON, enaabshkowaat
GCHI GIMAA KWEN miinwaa dash SHINGUACOUSE,
NEBENAIGOCHING, KEOKOUSE, MISHEQUONGA,
TAGAWININI, SHABOKISHICK, DOKIS, PONE-KEOSH,
WINDAWTEGOWININI, SHA WENAKESHICK, NAMASSIN,
NAOQUAGABO, WABAKEKIK, KITCHEPOSSIGUN
PAPASAINSE, WAGEMAKI, PAMEQUONAISHEUNG, Gimaa:
miinwaa JOHN BELL, PAQWATCHININI, MASHEKYASH,
IDOWEKESIS, WAQUACOMICK, OCHEEK, METIGO-MIN,
WATACHEWANA, MINWAWAPENASSE, SHENAOQUOM,
ONINGE-GUN, PANAISSY, PAPASAINSE, ASHEW ASEGA,
KAGESHEW AWE-TUNG, SHA WONEBIN; miinwaa
gayii Gimaa MAISQUASO (miinwaa Gimaa) MUCKATA,
MISHOQUET, miinwaa MEKIS), miinwaa MISHO-QUETTO
miinwaa ASA WASWANAY miinwaa PAWISS, mii gonad
gaa niigaanziigdowaajig OJIBWE ANISHNAABEN, maanpii
endnokiing
Niizhing mdaaswaak minik Zhaagonaash zhoonyaa
epiitendaagok maanpii dadbomoowaawok miinwa go
geyaabi kaaginik geni debanamwaat ngodwaaswaak
minik zhoonyaa epiitendaagok endso ngo bboon waa ni
miindawaa. Gonda Gimaak miinwaa ezhi godwe’aangizwaat
Anishnaabek da wiindmowaawag kina genji
nkweshkdaadwaat miinwaa pii maatookiing owi zhoonyaa.
Gimaak miinwa Giigdo Ninwok genoodmoowaajig wiijii
anishnaabewaan, giibgitnamowaa’aan Gchi Gimaa Kwen
ada akiimwaa. Gchi Gimaa Kwe miinwaa daankoobjiganan
wiinwaa da daapanaanaawaa wii nakaazwaat miinwaa
wii naagdawendmowaat owi dnakiiwin. Gonda dash
Anishnaabek ode aanin yaankebiigaadeg mzinegan
wiinwaa Gimaak miinwa ezhi godwe’aangizwaat da
minzhaandaanaawaa ada akiimwaa/shkonigan wiinwaa
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waazhi nakaswaad miinwaa gezhi debiziwaad Giishpin
Gimaak miinwaa ezhi godwewaangizwaat Anishnaabek wii
bgitnamwaat aanin dakiimwaa/shkonigan maage gonimaa
wii moonigaadek owi aki da daandim maage da wiiwem
aabidgeg ntam ad wiindmoowaa’an owa Eshpigaabwid
Anishnaaben Bemiidwaad maage gwaya enaabsh kaagojin,
win dash ada gishkitoon enaaknigewaat Anishnaabek
jizhichiget. Aadeg dash wiigo gonad Anishnaabek da
miinaawok owi waa minwaabjitoowaad miinwaa wiini
debiziwaat
William Benjamin Robinson, enaabshkowaajin Gchi
Gimaa Kwen miinwaa own naagaanziikidang Province,
waawiindmaage miinwaa nendam wiimiigwet owi
zhoonyaa gaa waawiindmoondawaa gonad Anishnaabek.
Miinwa ada bigitnaawok gonad Gimaak miinwaa ezhi
godwewaangizwaat Anishnaabek kshkii’ewziwin wii
giisewaat, wii giigoonhkewaat, pane go gaabi nankiiwaat,
ode sa akiing gaa bgidnifaadek. Gaa dash wiigo maamdaa
ode wii giisewaat, wii giigoohkewaat zhaazhigo gaa
daanding aki maage gaa wewding, giishpin ge gonimaa
zhaazhi gwaya eyaat ode, gawii maamdaa wii zhaawaat ode.
Gonda Anishnaabek gawii ada dadaawesiinaawaa, gawii da
wewesiiwok gawii ge ada bgitnaziinaawaa endnakiiwaat/
shkonganing. Ntam aabdig Eshpigaabwad bemiikwaat
Anishnaben, maage gwaya eniigaanzit, ada wiindmoowaa’an
wii bgitnindawaa. Miinwa gawii ada ngaabnaasiiwaan
waabi ndane’yang emoonigaadeg gechi piitendaagog ode
zhaazhigo bgidnigaadek aki. Miinwaa go geyaabi, giishpin
maaba Naagaanziikidang Province, jibwaa zhichgaadeg
maanda maamwii waawiindmaagwewin/Naaknigewin gaa
daawegwenh maage gaa waawiindmaagegwenh wii daawet
aanin aki ode shkonganing endaawaad gonda Anishnaabek,
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maaba Naagaanziikidang Province da gweksidoon megwaa
enaaknangba owi aki eteg shkonganing. Giishpin gonad
gaagiishnodoojig maanda aki kina gaa zhichge’aagwenh gaa
nendaagizwaat miinwaa kina gaa dibage’aagwenh, maanda
zhoonya gaa gishkichigaadeg wiinwaa gonad Anishnaabek
endaajig zhiwi shkonganing da miinaawok owi wiinwaa wii
debiziwaat.
William Benjamin Robinson enaabshkowaajin Gchi
Gimaa Kwen, nandam gweweni wii bimiikowaat miinwaa
wii mnodoodwaat Anishnaaben miinwaa dash go
naaknige’endam giishpin zhoonyaakaadimowaat wii aki,
Naagaanziikidang Province ada giikinaan owi zhoonyaa
maanding enso ngobboon, giishpin gwe eta wiibowaa
naachtoowaat zhoonyaa, miinwaa ada giikinigaade
bapiichin zhoonyaa maanda minik: ngoding piitendaagook
Zhaagnaash zhoonyaa, maage go oshime ada miinaawok
Anishnaabek, gisshpin Gchi Gimaa Kwe minode’ed miinwaa
nendamogbane Ngoding mdaawaak nshi niiwin niishtana
nshi niish nchiwok Anishnaabek waa debnanghig maanda
enso ngobboon maanding zhoonyaa. Owi Pii maatookiing
maage wii debnamwaat mooshkin zhoonyaa aabdeg
zhaangswaak niimdana nshi nshwaaswi ada nchiwok
gonad Anishnaabeg. Giishpin noondaash yaawaad gonad
Anishnaabek, miigo minik ge naaznigaadek owi zhoonyaa
maanding enso ngobboon. Maaba William Benjamin

Robinson enaabshkowaajin Gchi Gimaa Kwen miinwaa
Naagaanziikidang Province gii giizhaaknige gonad geyaabi
aanin Anishnaabek endaajig ode Mkade Ziibiing miinwaa
Nbisiing Zaagiganing maanda nji dgobii gaazwaat zhiwi
naaknigweining mii dash geyaabi ooshime ngodwaak nshi
godwaasmidna zhoonyaa epiitendaagog ada aanki biigaade
zhiwi gaawaawiindmaading minik zhoonya wii minding ode
niizhing mdaaswaak yeshkad ezhibiigaadeg.

TREATY and TEACHING WORDS
Waawiindamaagewin

Promises

Minigoziwin

Inherent Rights or Sovereignty

Gichinaakinagewin

Great Laws

Kidakiimnaan

Land

Debendiziwin

The Right to Govern Ourselves and
the Right to Self-Determination

Giimaakndaadwin

Governance

Gdizhtwaawin’naa

Our Way of Life

Mno Bmaadziwin

Community Health and Well Being

Gdaakiimnaa

Protection and Use of the Land

Ziigwan

Spring
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Elder RITA
CORBIERE
By Laura Sharp, Nahwegahbow Corbiere
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Rita Corbiere was born on February 21, 1935. She is a proud mother and grandmother to 7,
of whom 4 are actively involved in sport and community. She is also known to her great
grandchildren as Gchi Mama. Her spirit name, which she received at a very young age, is
Ginii Kwe (Wild Rose).
Elder Corbiere is Ojibway/Odawa from Wikwemikoong
Unceded Indian Reserve. She is a status Indian and is not a
Robinson Huron Treaty annuitant. Elder Rita Corbiere was
raised in a loving and hardworking home by her mother
Sarah Ominika in their log house. The original family name
is Ominikamigo. Her family consisted of one brother, 3
sisters and one adopted sister. Three more relatives joined
to become a part of their family bringing the number to 8.
Their door was also open to other relatives that came and
went depending on their circumstance—homelessness,
lack of food, seeking work, etc. Their little family worked
hard to support themselves with gardening, harvesting,
crafts, collecting water, etc. No one was exempt from the
work, even the smallest had something to contribute. She
married her husband Eric Corbiere in June 1958 and they
had a daughter, Maxine Sara, married to Gerard Peltier.
They also helped to raise a foster daughter Winnie and her
niece Muriel. Elder Rita Corbiere and her husband Eric were
fortunate to celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary in
2008. Eric passed away on July 2, 2014.
According to Elder Corbiere, amongst Anishinaabe people,
knowledge is passed on in a number of ways through the
Anishinaabe language, through teachings from Elders,
including parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles, as well
as through ceremonies and Aandsokaanan. These are
stories or legends from the past—they could be about
how animals lived or about Nanabozho—and they provide
lessons to live by for Mna Maadziwin, living a good life. This
is still happening today but there is also formal education
in schools. Only the Anishnaabe language was spoken in
Elder Corbiere’s home. Smudging took place, tobacco, sage,
fire and water were used. “Traditional values were a part
of their Anishnaabe language and were taught every day.”
Referring to what are now called the Seven Grandfather
Teachings, Elder Corbiere says, “these were lived.” The Seven
Teachings are: Mnaadendimowin (Respect), Zaagidwin
(Love), Dbaadendiziwin (Humility), Debwewin (Truth),
Gwekwaadziwin (Honesty), Nbwaakaawin (Wisdom) and
Aakwa’ode’ewin (Courage). Visits from outside doctors
were rare.

Elder Corbiere had a great aunt, Mary Mandamin, who was
a medicine woman. She looked after the family through
many illnesses with traditional medicines. Elder Corbiere’s
main Anishinaabe teachers were her mother Sarah Jacko
and her Great Aunt Mary Mandamin. Growing up, Elder
Corbiere learned to celebrate her culture through ceremonies
and continues to do so today. These healing ceremonies
include Pipe, Full Moon, Rain Dance, Sweat Lodges and the
Shaking Tent.

According to Elder Corbiere, the
Anishinaabe understanding of the
promise to increase the annuity
made by Robinson on behalf of Gchi
Gimaa Kwen, would be shaped by
Anishnaabe values, including the
Seven Grandfather Teachings.
Residential School, Further Education and
Employment
Elder Corbiere attended elementary school in Wikwemikoong
and then left home for Spanish Residential School in
September 1949. She lived there for 5 years, coming home
for Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter and summers. When
she started there, she only spoke Anishinaabemowin. She
learned to speak the English language while at this school
and graduated from Grade 12 in 1954. Elder Corbiere was
employed in Wikwemikoong for many years as an elementary
school teacher (1954-1988). She also served the community
as a vice principal (1986-1988), acting principal (19891990) and then principal (1990-1996). During many of those
working years she also worked to further her education. Once
she completed high school at Spanish Residential School,
she went on to complete the Ontario Teachers Certificate
Program (1968) then attended Laurentian University where
E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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she received her B.A. in Native Studies and Environmental
Studies (1980). She continued her part time studies and
further completed her Bachelor of Education (1983), Special
Education Specialist (1983), Primary Education Specialist
(1990) and finally the Principal Qualification Program,
Nipissing University (1992). Elder Corbiere retired in 1996.
Treaty Translation
Elder Rita Corbiere has prepared an Anishinaabe translation
of portions of the Robinson Huron Treaty of 1850. The
translation is in three columns. The first column is the written
treaty text; the second column is a near Anishinaabemowin
translation; and the third column is an English back
translation/explanation of the Anishinaabemowin. From her
knowledge of the Anishnaabe language and Anishnaabe
cultural and spiritual values, Elder Corbiere has translated
the main treaty terms in a manner that she feels they would
have been interpreted to and understood by the Chiefs
and Principal Men in 1850. The treaty transcript translation
is available for download on www.waawiindamaagewin.
com. The main points Elder Corbiere will make about the
Anishinaabe translation are as follows:

(1) How the Treaty Terms Would have been Interpreted to and
Understood by the Anishnaabek The Anishinaabe language
is very different from English. It is not possible to interpret/
translate the English treaty text exactly, word-for-word into
Anishinabemowin. The words do not match up. Rather than a
word-for-word translation, the treaty terms and the meaning
of those words need to be explained using Anishinaabe
terms and concepts. Also, Anishinaabe people “think
differently and do things differently,” so they would have
understood the treaty terms as interpreted and explained,
according to how Anishinaabe think—according to their own
cultural and spiritual values.
(2) “fully, freely, and voluntarily surrender, cede, grant,
and convey unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors
for ever, all their right, title, and interest to, and in the
whole of, the territory.” The words that would have
been used in Anishinaabemowin to translate “surrender,
cede, grant and convey unto Her Majesty” are:
“giibgitnamowaa’aan Gchi Gimaa Kwen ada akiimwaa.”
The word “giibgitnamowaa’aan” means “to let go to Her,”
and “Gchi Gimaa Kwen” means Great Chief Woman; and
“ada akiimwaa” means “their land.” But, this does not
mean letting the land go completely or forever. There is
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no equivalent Anishnaabe word for “title” to land as it is
understood in English. The land was a gift from the Creator
and the relationship with the land is sacred. The Anishinaabe
would not give up their relationship with the land.
(3) “The said William Benjamin Robinson, on behalf of Her
Majesty, who desires to deal liberally and justly with all
her subjects, further promises and agrees, that should the
Territory hereby ceded by the parties of the second part at
any future period produce such an amount as will enable
the Government of this Province, without incurring loss, to
increase the annuity hereby secured to them, then and in
that case the same shall be augmented from time to time,
provided that the amount paid to each individual shall not
exceed the sum of one pound Provincial Currency in any one
year, or such further sum as Her Majesty may be graciously
pleased to order.”
According to Elder Corbiere, the Anishinaabe understanding
of the promise to increase the annuity made by Robinson on
behalf of Gchi Gimaa Kwen, would be shaped by Anishnaabe
values, including the Seven Grandfather Teachings. The
Anishnaabek would have expected the Gchi Gimaa Kwe to
act in ways that people, especially leaders, are expected to
act, in their relationships:
Gchi Gimaa Kwe kaapiji gizhewaadzi da manaadendan
ezhi waawiindmaading, which means the Great Chief
Woman will be generous and respect her promises.
Gchi Gimaa Kwe gizhewaadzi miinwaa zhi debwewenmaa
ji zhichget ezhi waawiindmaading, which means the
Great Chief Woman is generous and trustworthy to carry
out her promises.
Gchi Gimaa Kwe ji zhichget enendaagzit maage wii
gwekchiget goya egmaawit zhichget, which means the
Great Chief Woman, acting in the manner of a good
leader and will be straight and honourable.
The Anishnaabek would have understood this to mean that
if the Treaty territory made enough money, the Gchi Gimmaa
Kwe would be generous and honourable and give a fair
share to the Anishnaabek as long as she did not lose money.
The Anishinaabe would not have understood this to mean
that the Gchi Gimmaa Kwe would refuse to increase the
annuity if the territory made enough money. This would not
be generous, fair, respectful or honourable.
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Our Treaty People
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

A big part of understanding our Treaty is knowing and acknowledging
our people. We want to share who we are as Anishinaabe on Robinson
Huron Treaty Lands. We want to celebrate Anishinaabe from our
communities and honour the contributions of our families.
Each issue will feature a young leader and an Elder. We want to
encourage and foster strength and love in our stories and relationships.
We are very pleased to feature Robear Assinewe and Elder Rita Corbiere
in our very first issue.

Our Young Leader Profile

ROBEAR ASSINEWE
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

When we began writing this magazine, I immediately knew
that Robear was somebody we wanted to feature. I have
known Robear for a few years and have always been inspired
by his commitment and care for our youth.
Robear Assinewe is a member of Sagamok Anishnawbek. He
is currently studying Political Science at Algoma University

and working as a Cultural Coordinator for Boys and Girls
Club of Gnoozhekaaning (Bay Mills). At school he studies to
better understand social, political movements, and Western
Institutions. At work he engages youth and encourages them
to participate in learning their history, playing traditional
games, sharing stories and drinking tea. I asked Robear to
share a few words with our treaty family:

“Miigwech for this opportunity to contribute to this awesome Treaty magazine! This magazine is an outlet to keep our
people informed and updated on Treaty news. Youth development is a key aspect to my job. Educating our youth is
vital for their success in their paths moving forward. Education, not as an indoctrination in a workforce, but education
into themselves and as Anishinaabe. Equipping them with the ability to critically think, to appreciate their teaching
and themselves. Let’s create spaces that are safe and where our knowledge is relevant. I encourage our people to
stay informed and continue their learning. Learning could be from our teachings, stories, academic articles, Elders, this
magazine, educators, land, and water.
Begin your healing journey, you don’t need lateral violence being your ball and chain slowing you down or
stopping you from the work that needs to be done. Treaty related? Start asking questions. What is a Treaty? What is
Sovereignty? Who did our ancestors sign treaty with? Why? Is the Crown Canada? Who is the Crown? What are our
responsibilities? I think Canada should put Treaty curriculum into their own education system, otherwise they will have
a lot of their citizens confused about their Treaty responsibilities. Let’s move forward together. Miigwech.”– Robear
E-Wiindamaagejig: The Robinson Huron Treaty Times |
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TREATY FOOD

HIAWATHA’S
By Jolene Recollet, Communication Coordinator, RHW

Beginning as a busgirl at Pat’s Café in her hometown of Wiikwemkoong, Ontario,
Hiawatha Osawamick later moved to the city and worked for her mother’s catering business,
Osawamick’s Family Tradition. From there she worked her way up to front-of-the-house
ranks in top-rated hotels and restaurants, including Casino Rama, Ontario’s only First
Nations commercial casino. Hiawatha worked as a waitress, hostess, developing a breath of
knowledge in classic table service, wines and sales.
Even early on, Hiawatha was interested in the texture, colour,
and flavour of the food she served. She worked nights in the
hotel’s dining room and spent her days training and learning
to cook through a culinary apprenticeship program offered
by Casino Rama and Georgian College. In her off-hours,
Hiawatha cultivated her passion for cooking and further
developed her skills and understanding of the food business
by working in all 9 of the Casino’s restaurant outlets,
including Rinaldo’s Fine Dining Italian restaurant for many
years.
In 2008, Executive Chef Hiawatha Osawamick began
providing top-of-the-line service and food in the Indigenous
cuisine industry. Word-of-mouth satisfaction has grown
the business tremendously over the years since opening.

By 2018, what started as a small catering business had
grown into Ontario’s Premiere Indigenous catering service
with clientele ranging from Grand Chiefs to Ontario
Premieres.
Catering was just the beginning for Hiawatha. Her next
venture was to create a bricks and mortar location for her
business, expanding from catering to also include a casual
dining restaurant in Greater Sudbury. A permanent location
for her kitchen would provide Hiawatha with greater
capacity for her catering business and the restaurant would
be Greater Sudbury’s first Indigenous restaurant, offering
homestyle favourites, as well as elevated Indigenous-fusion
dishes.
Hiawatha’s eatery was 3 weeks away from opening when
the country announced the new coronavirus pandemic.
Hiawatha’s business shut down immediately for the safety of
staff and their families. She moved out of the city and moved
back to her hometown of Wiikwemkoong on Manitoulin
Island. Hiawatha had to be innovative and open a full- time
food truck for the first time. She moved Hiawatha’s from the
city to Wiikwemkoong to provide community members with
a wide variety of food service options as they were lacking
take-out and food delivery services.
Hopefully it won’t take long before Hiawatha can get back to
catering conferences, powwows, gatherings and finally open
her restaurant.
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Recipe: Three Sisters Soup
By Hiawatha Osawamick, Anishinaabe Chef

Ingredients:

Directions:

6 cups vegetable stock
1 large yellow onion, small dice
2 ribs celery, small dice
1 carrot, small dice
1 yellow squash, medium dice
2 cups fresh or frozen corn kernels
I can diced tomatoes
2 cups of hominy corn
2 cans of mixed beans, drained and rinsed
1/2 teaspoon ground cumin
1 sprig of fresh rosemary, chopped
2 sprigs of fresh thyme, chopped
Salt and ground pepper

Bring vegetable stock to a boil. Add chopped onion, celery,
carrot and squash. Low boil for 10 minutes. Add corn, beans,
tomatoes and herbs. Simmer on low for 15 minutes. Add salt
and pepper to taste.

Good Food, Good Medicine was
published by the Shkagamik-Kwe
Health Centre and features recipes
by Chef Hiawatha. To purchase a
copy, contact info@skhc.ca
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LIFESTYLE
Ondarez Clothing 		
and Goods
By Jolene Recollet, Communications Coordinator, RHW

Ondarez (on-the-rez) Clothing and Goods began on a small
First Nation in Robinson Huron Treaty area. Paula Naponse,
Anishinaabe Kwe from Atikameksheng Anishnawbek, is the
creator and owner and truly believes that Ondarez is really
a culture like no other. She created Ondarez to honour and
respect her homelands of Atikameksheng. Naponse says, “I
am a proud of who I am, Ondarez is who I am.”
Ondarez began specializing in hand screen-printed apparel
and accessories. Paula screen prints most pieces she sells
personally. Naponse has also recently established a home
goods collection which features candles and coffee.
The Goodlife Planner: The planner was first released
in 2014 and Paula sold 50 copies locally. Every year she
works to improve the planner’s layout and design, offering
more annually. This year’s planner sold out quickly, selling
over 1,000 copies. If you were hoping to get your hands
on one, you’ll have to wait until next year! Paula uses her
planner each day and finds balance through the practice. It
is a daily reminder of who she is an Anishinaabe Kwe. She
describes finding balance through daily planning as way to
finding Mino-Bimaazdiwin, The Good Life.
Coffee: Paula added coffee to her product line after the
passing of her Aunt with whom she was very close. She
remembers her mother and aunts going for coffee together
and the connection she felt to family during those visits.

Enjoy a fresh cup
of coffee and start
planning!

She utilizes a local roaster and says that it is important that
she knows where the coffee comes from and that it is fair
trade. She has three coffee blends. A dark roast called Out on
the Land, which Naponse describes as “the punch you feel
from the crisp air in the morning when you wake up on the
land.” Her medium roast called Coffee with My Aunties, was
inspired by her aunt. And finally, her Sumatra roast called
Pow Wow Love was inspired by her late husband whom she
fell in love with on the Pow Wow trail.
Candles: Paula hand crafts each of her candles and uses
a soy wax and wood wick. The wood wick crackles the
same way a fire does. Naponse describes this crackling as a
reminder of the sacred fire that unites us all and is uplifting
when you are unable to have a fire indoors. Her candle line
features four scents: Ancestors (smoked cedar), Reclaim
(sweet grass), Nation (campfire) and Spirit (maple syrup).
You can purchase products at www.ondarez.com
Follow Paula on Facebook: www.facebook.com/ondarez

What’s next for Naponse? Stay tuned!
Paula visually maps her ideas on a large flipchart paper taped to the wall of her home office where
she tries to take all the ideas in her head and write them down to flush them out. She describes
herself as a ‘serial crafter’ and has been working on a lot of beading lately. She would like to
learn more traditional beading including Ojibway floral designs, both for her own beading journey
but perhaps also for customers. One thing is certain: when you purchase from Ondarez you are
connecting to your inner spirit. Each product has been thoughtfully designed and created.
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TREATY THREADS
Wild and Glorious
Home and Fashion
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Jennifer Wabegijig is the owner and designer of Wild and
Glorious. Wild and Glorious creates beautifully designed
fashion and home products. Jennifer Wabegijig is an
Anishnaabekwe from Wiikwemkoong Unceded Territory.
Jennifer has always been creative and had a love for fashion
and home décor. Jennifer uses plant life grown in the Great
Lakes region to naturally dye her cotton canvas fabric. She
draws her designs, which are based off of her culture and
surroundings. She then screen prints those designs onto
the dyed fabric with water-based paints, and sews all of her
products in her home studio. Jennifer uses natural dyes and
water-based paint because it is safer for our waters.
Jennifer hopes to bridge the gap between cultures by sharing
the things that we love and care about and empower her
people by creating these products to have in our everyday lives.
Keep an eye out for her upcoming website
wildandglorious.ca, for now you can follow her on
facebook and Instagram.

Waawiindamaagewin Gear
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin (RHW) received
its new Treaty Threads! Caps, hoodies and tees are now
available. Here is Gimaa McLeod of Nipissing First Nation
rocking his RHW gear. Miigwech Gimaa.
Be on the lookout for RHW merchandise at our upcoming
Treaty events. We would like to say Chi-Miigwech to
Eric Cloutier at Outrival Custom Apparel for helping our
team get some Treaty gear for our communities.
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BEADS & BEAUTY
Sweet Water Pine
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

Sweet Water Pine is a handmade jewelry and apparel
company created by Jessica Recollet. She is from the Odawa/
Cayuga nations of Wiikwemkoong and Six Nations. Growing
up, Jess spent a lot of time outdoors at her family’s camp
in Pointe Grondine. The close family ties and connection to
nature are reflected in her creations. Jess’s traditional cultural
beliefs also inspire her designs. “I believe creating art is one
of the traditions our ancestors knew was necessary for our
wellbeing—not just for the finished product but in the doing
of it as well.” She enjoys the design process and encourages
everyone to explore their creativity. We were interested in
understanding how this journey came to be. We asked Jess a
few questions.

Where did you study your art of jewelry
creation?
I attended the Studio KW in Kitchener, Ontario, I then went
to the Visual Arts Center of New Jersey, New Jersey and
finally completed a week-long intensive practical with Laurie
Union, Metalsmith Jewelry Artist in California.
Why jewelry?
I was looking for something that I could do that was creative
but at the same time something that I could craft with my
hands rather than just pure art like painting. In the past,
I had tried pottery, painting, beadwork and ribbon skirts.
Then, my cat threw my engagement ring in the trash, which
I never found. So that lead me to looking at alternative
bridal and handmade jewelry. Then that lead me to take a
jewelry class and I discovered how much I enjoyed jewelry.
Sweet Water Pine specializes in jewelry but also offer apparel
design. Sweatshirts, tees and hoodies are available. The
designs are unique and cozy with quality and comfort.
If you are interested in ordering from Sweet Water
Pine, please check out her Facebook page at
facebook.com/swpinejewelry or her Shopify store
at sweet-water-pine.myshopify.com.

GNAAJWI
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

GNAAJWI is the business idea of 13-year-old Kalli Pheasant-Jones of
Wiikwemkoong. Living and attending school in Wewebijiwong, she and her
mother, Sophie Pheasant, have worked on this venture since May 2020.
With an early end to Kalli’s hockey season due to the global pandemic,
there was time to focus on something new. With a concern of many
commercial products containing potentially harmful chemicals, Kalli wanted
something good for her skin while knowing exactly what was going on it.
She wanted environmentally friendly and all natural products, so she began
experimenting with natural beauty recipes. In the summer you can find
GNAAJWI set up at Farmer’s Markets in Little Current and Sudbury.
You can also purchase GNAAJWI products at www.GNAAJWI.com
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GNAAJWI provides a line of allnatural products which are blended
with good thoughts just for you.
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BEADS & BEAUTY

Assinewe Jewelry
By Cheryl Recollet, Director of Research and Engagement, RHW

The Assinewe twins from Sagamok Anishnawbek are shining
so bright with their Assinewe Jewelry line. Their jewelry is
high end art with impeccable craftsmanship. We love to see
strong Anishinaabe Kwe following their dreams. The twins
have been featured on Cityline, in Flare Magazine, on the
Mairlyn Denis Show and The Kit.
Their online presence and marketing is very high fashion
making Assinewe Jewelry something every Anishinaabe Kwe
wants! Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin are happy to
showcase our treaty trade and economy happening within
our communities. The twins launched their ODE collection
just in time for Valentines Day 2021. Mine arrived and they
are absolutely exquisite. Be sure to get yours—they sell out
instantly!

Edie Assinewe (She/Her) recently finished her degree at
Ryerson University in the Retail Management Bachelor of
Commerce Program. Edie creates all the beaded jewelry
for Assinewe Jewelry. She learned how to bead in 2018 by
several community members in Toronto. She is passionate
about incorporating traditional Ojibwe styles and techniques
into her designs.
Jacquelyn Assinewe (She/Her) is a full-time student at
Humber College in the Fashion Management Bachelor of
Commerce program. Jacquelyn creates all the clay jewelry
for Assinewe Jewelry. She learned how to create clay pieces
using online tutorials. She is passionate about creating
fashionable pieces that are attainable to the Indigenous
community. Each of her clay styles have a connection to
Indigenous culture.
You can purchase Assinewe Jewelry products at
assinewejewelry.com and follow on Facebook at
facebook.com/assinewejewelry

GIKENDAASOWIN
BEADED EARRINGS

Gikendaasowin is the Ojibwe
word for ‘knowledge’.

Check our their story, as featured on their website. I love how
the include the langage:

Edie and Jacquelyn Assinewe are twin sisters who were born
and raised in Toronto, Ontario. They are members of Sagamok
Anishnawbek First Nation. Both are full-time students
studying business and fashion. They are bringing their
passion to life with the creation of Assinewe Jewelry!
Edie miinwaa Jacquelyn Assinewe zhinikaazowag maamig
niizhodenwag, mizhigo-bezhigowag ge. Toronto daawag.
Sagamo-ninii-kweg yaawiwag. Maan pii, Ontario te maanda
Sagamok First Nation. E-ji-niizhoowat, megwa maa Toronto,
waa-ji-chi-zhitoong nokiiwinan ni-ji-kendaasowag. Mii
dash gwa, aazhigwa, bi-bmaadisiimigak maanda wii-ninaabikising gichi-twaa zhitchiganan, Assinewe Jewelry,
nokiiwin temigad.
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RUNAWAY—
THEA MAY
By Jolene Recollet, Communications Coordinator, RHW

I had the chance to catch up with Thea May (Naponse) following the release of her latest
single, Runaway, a collaboration with Métis rapper, Troy Junker. This is not the first
time I’ve met Thea. I first met her in my early teen years when I babysat for her family.
Following that, we had the same social circles. However, it’s been years since we’ve been
able to connect and we had a lot to catch up on during our interview. We covered things
from race and privilege to her current projects in the arts.
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Thea May is an Anishnaabe Kwe from the Robinson Huron
Treaty community of Atikameksheng Anishnawbek. She still
lives in the community she was raised in and is a proud mom.
Currently Thea works with the Toronto People’s Library, a
movement striving to amplify literary works and stories from
BIPOC (Biracial, Indigenous, People of Color) communities.
Recently, they purchased and distributed $15,000 of books
to libraries that focused on BIPOC stories and authors. She
also told me about an upcoming ‘History Sucks’ T-shirt
campaign she is helping with.
In 2019, She was a finalist for the Canadian Songwriters
Challenge where she was invited to Dream House Studios
in Toronto Ontario, having the privilege to collaborate
with mentors like Adrian X, Julian Taylor and Adaline. From
this workshop, she was able to create a relationship with
Adrian X who will be featured on her up and coming album
Consciousness which is set to be released this summer. Since
this workshop Thea has joined a collective by the name of
Wolf Den who released a debut single So Close in October
2019, which charted the top 10 on the Sirius XM radio
stations Indigenous Music Countdown.
Recently, Thea teamed up with Métis rapper, Troy Junker, and
released their newest collaboration, Runaway. This is the first
piece of music both May and Junker have released in 2021,
after collaborating on 2020 singles We Up and Colours,
reminding fans how amazing they sound together. The
uplifting track highlights May’s vocals, captivating the
listener from the very first line. Junker’s lyrics (come from
within and allow for anyone to connect with the song on

“Something was just giving me
nostalgia that day. I started to hum
the first verse in my head while Luke
was looping the riff and then I was
singing about rekindled love.”
a personal level while feeling a sense of lightheartedness
when listening—mirroring the vibes of the fantasy inspired
cover artwork. When asked about the single, Thea reflects,
“Something was just giving me nostalgia that day. I started
to hum the first verse in my head while Luke was looping
the riff and then I was singing about rekindled love.” When
asked if the song was inspired about a rekindled love,
Thea laughs to herself, “Who knows who this song was
subconsciously meant for.”
Runaway sees guitarist, Luke Smith, join May and Junker’s
vocals to tie in the overall positive feel of the track, with
production being handled by Mike Tompa. The track was
recorded in Toronto during the fall of 2020 with production
then being moved to online, post lockdown restrictions.
Thea will release a full-length album soon, although when
asked she was unsure what it will look like or when it will be
released.
Learn more about Thea May at theamaymusic.com.
Check out YouTube and Spotify to hear more music.

Video Feature:

THEA MAY
Check out Thea’s music video for her latest
single, Runaway. This single was recorded
during a period of released restrictions
during the COVID-19 pandemic and video
recorded in the artists’ homes.
youtube.com/watch?v=bttQHs6b5gM
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Our STORYTELLERS
Explore the stories being shared in our communities about our Treaty and be sure to browse
our video features on our website at www.waawiindamaagewin.com.
Our first video highlights Emma Meawasige, Elder from Serpent River. Emma shares some stories with us of some of her
earliest memories as a young Anishinaabe Kwe, growing up in the traditions of her parents and grandparents, and speaks to
the way of life of her people.

Our Lands
Our communities are situated
on the shores of Lake Huron.
Our communities map (right)
showcases the interconnected
relationships our communities
share with each other and the
beautiful Lake Huron.

“Inabiting and claiming the Eastern and Northern Shores
of Lake Huron, from Penetangushine to Sault Ste. Marie,
and thence to Batchewanaung Bay, on the Northern Shore
of Lake Superior; together with the Islands in the said
Lakes, opposite to the Shores thereof, and inland to the
Height of land which separates the Territory covered by
the charter of the Honorable Hudson Bay Company from
Canada; as well as all unconceded lands within the limits
of Canada West to which they have any just claim, of the
other part.” – Robinson Huron Treaty 1850
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North Bay
Timiskaming Shores

Huntsville

Kirkland Lake

Parry Sound

Sudbury

Gogama

Espanola
Lake Huron
Manitoulin Island
Elliot Lake
Blind River

Chapleau

Sault Ste. Marie
Wawa

Lake Superior

NORTH

Map is for graphic and information purposes
only. It does not represent any land base
representation for the Robinson Huron Treaty,
and the Robinson Huron Waawiindamaagewin
(RHW) is not stating or providing any jurisdiction
or representation of boundary/treaty/territory
within the extent shown. The map is to show the
communities associated to the RHW only.
Author: Nicky Recollet, RHW (Feb 2021)

Our COMMUNITIES
Atikameksheng
Anishnawbek

M’Chigeeng
First Nation

Serpent River
First Nation

Aundeck
Omni Kaning

Batchewana
First Nation

Mississauga
First Nation

Sheshegwaning
First Nation

Dokis
First Nation

Nipissing
First Nation

Sheguiandah
First Nation

Whitefish River
First Nation

Henvey Inlet
First Nation

Ojibways of
Garden River

Thessalon
First Nation

Wiikwemkoong
Unceded Territory

Sagamok
Anishnawbek

Wahnapitae
First Nation

Zhiibaahaasing
First Nation

Magnetawan
First Nation

Shawanaga
First Nation

Wasauksing
First Nation

